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Hunch leads
to arrest of
alleged robber
BROWNSVILLE, Texas (AP)
— It wasn't a sophisticated
sting that finally nailed the man
accused of pulling the biggest
heist in U.S. history.
Instead, a chance encounter
and a U.S. Customs inspector's
hunch led to the arrest of Philip
Noel Johnson, an armored car
driver accused of stealing $22
million from his employer last
March in Jacksonville, Fla.
Johnson, 33, was arrested
Saturday at an international
bridge in Brownsville, a city on
the Mexico bora'. He remained jailed Sunday awaiting
arraignment later this week on
a federal charge of unlawful
flight to avoid prosecution.
Police had been searching
for Johnson since the March 29
heist of a Loomis, Fargo & Co.
armored car. Authorities had
tracked him from Jacksonville
to Asheville, N.C., where. the
Loomis van was found.
The FBI then received reports that Johnson had been
sighted in Houston and khe
Brownsville area. Even thou0
authorities were on the right
trail, Johnson remained elusive
— until Saturday morning.
Johnson was one of 25 passengers subjected to a routine
inspection of a commercial bus
headed from Matamoros, Mexico, to Houston.
When an inspector approached Johnson, he identified himself as Roger Lawler
and presented a North Carolina
identification card with Lawter's
name. He said he had been in
the Mexican coastal town of
Tampico, a few hundred miles
south of Brownsville, and was
headed to Houston.

WEATHER
Today...Areas of early
morning fog. Locally dense.
Otherwise partly cloudy. High
around 90. Light wind.
Tonight...Clear with patchy
fog. Low in the upper 60s.
Light wind.
Tuesday...Becoming partly
sunny with a chance of late afternoon thunderstorms. High
again around 90. Chance of
rain 30 percent.
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AP photo

Princess Diana talks to-amputees in January at a workshop on the outskrits of Luanda, Angola. Sitting on
Diana's lap is 13-year-old Sandra Thijica, who lost her leg to a land mine while farming.

at St. James's Palace, where
By SUE LEEMAN
mourners were invited to sign a
Associated Press Writer
of condolence. The palace
book
A "unique
LONDON (AP)
is Prince. Charles' home.
funeral for a unique person" will
There will be no lying in state,
be held Saturday at Westminster
Buckingham Palace said.
Abbey for Princess Diana, who
At the request of both the royal
will later be buried at her fam- family
and the Spencers, the cofily's home north of London, fin will lie privately in front of
Buckingham Palace announced
the altar of the Chapel Royal untoday.
til the funeral.
The announcement said the
Prime Minister Tony Blair had
funeral would be held at 11 a.m.
said
earlier that it would be fit'0 a.m. EDT) and that burial of
ting if the funeral were a "signif4 the country's most popular royal
'
public occasion in Wirier-refigure would be at Althorp, the icant
spect" so the public had the opSpencer family seat in Northampportunity to express their grief.
tonshire, north of London.
With flowers, candles and
Many have wondered if Diana,
meanwhile, Britons kept up
tears,
who was killed early Sunday in a
of grief today for Diana.
vigil
a
car crash in Paris, would be given
are all praying for her be"We
a state funeral or royal funeral.
was such a special pershe
cause
category
to
what
applied
Asked
Maureen Holden, who
said
son,"
the funeral of Diana, a palace
grandchildren to the
two
brought
spokeswoman said: "The status
is irrelevant. This is a uniue gates of Buckingham Palace,
funeral for a unique person."
where bouquets were piled high.
Earlier today, Diana's coffin
was moved to the Chapel Royal • See Page 2

Forestry service good LBL partner
(EDITOR'S NOTE: In an ongoing effort to explore the future of Land Between the
Lakes, the Ledger & Times will
cover a range of topics impacting the national recreation area
in future issues).
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
As Congress continues debating funding for Land Between the
Lakes (LBL), politicians and citizens are looking for a possible
home for the agency outside of
the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA).
One agency that is on record as
being interested in managing
LBL is the United States Fprest
Service which is under the umbrella of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
Land Between the Lakes was
created in 1963 as a national recreation area. It has been man
aged by-.TVA since, but Congres,
is currently debating eliminatirg
all non-power funding for the
agency, including LBL.
The Forest Service manages 20
national recreation areas across
the country, covering more than
2.8 million acres.
Lyle Laverty, director of recreation, wilderness and heritage resources for the Forest Service,
testified at the U.S. House Subcommittee on Water Resources
and Environment-hearing in Murray earlier this summer.
"Land Between the Lakes
would offer some new, and, for
the Forest Service, unique opportunities to provide public service," Laverty said.
Laverty told the committee that
if the agency took on LBL, we
would forsee changes — perhaps
even reductions in the current
level of developed recreation - as
well as increased outreach to the
private sector and other partners
for assistance in the delivery of
recreation opportunities."
Laverty spelled out the following management activities under
a Forest Service administration of

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

An aerial view of the Tennessee Valley Authority's Land Between the Lakes.
LBL:
*Complete the development of
a managemenrplan which is responsive to the authonzing legislation. The plan would be developed with full public involvement and in collaboration with
other state and local governments. The plan would identify a
desired recreation level that
might pr might not reflect current
use and development.
*Explore the full range of partnerships with .,universities, state
and local governments, other kd.

eral agencies, non-governmental
organizations, and the private
sector in order to leverage federal
funds.
*Request "Recreation Fee Demonstration Project," or similar
authorities to provide maximum
management flexibility.
Lavcny also pointed out that
the three developed fee-based
family campgrounds (Hillman
Ferry, Piney and Energy Lake)
"are comparable to or exceed the
highest levels of developed
campgrounds found anywhere in

the National Forest System."
Campgrounds in the Forest
Service, Laverty said, "tend to be
smaller and provide fewer amenities than many private sector and
other federal campgrounds."
The U.S. Forest Service currently manages the Daniel Boone
National Forest in eastern
Kentucky.
Other federal entities that
could run LBL include the National Park Service and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.

One group that would support
the U.S. Forest Service running
Land Between the Lakes if it is
taken away from TVA is the
Kentucky League of Sportsmen.
In a letter to Rep. Sherwood L.
Boehlert, chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Water Resources and the Environment, Kentucky League of Sportsmen president Ben Hall said: "If TVA is
allowed to relinquish control of
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Pallbearers carry the Royal Standard-draped coffin holding the.remains of Diana, Princesstof Wales, from
the Salpetriere Hospital in Parts on Subday.

Princess Diana and her sons Prince Harry and Prince William watch a parade in 1995.

•Diana...
FROM PAGE 1
Diana — who captivated the
world as she moved from a fairytale romance •and marriage to a
painful divorce and then a
struggle to rebuild her life — was
killed in a crash that also claimed
the lives of her new boyfriend,
Dodi Fayed, and their chauffeur.
Police have yet to reveal the

name of .the driver of the Mercedes sedan, but Europe 1 radio
said today that he was an employee of the Ritz Hotel in Paris,
where Diana and Fayed had dined
earlier Saturday evening, and was
not a professional chauffeur.
Europe I gave his name only
as "Monsieur Paul" and said he
was a security employee. A man

BAR-B-'
"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Specials
Large Hamburger, $329
Fries &
Medium Drink
FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET&
t Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried

9

95

Chicken, Food Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar,
Drink.

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a m.-3:30 p.m.
Chestnut St

Murray

K

T3 0045

who answered the phone at the
Ritz Hotel, which is owned by
Fayed's father Mohamed, declined to elaborate today,
Investigators increasingly were
focusing on speed as the main
factor in the crash in the concrete
road tunnel beside the River
Seine, just north of the Eiffel
Tower.
A source close to the investigation said the car carrying the,
princess entered the tilltnel at
well over 60 mph, and the daily
Le Parisien quoted witnesses today as saying the vehicle was going 90 mph or more. The speed
limit was 30 mph.
Sunday night, Mohammed Al
Fayed attended a 25-minute
prayer service at the Regent's
Park Mosque for his son.
Up to 20 mourners rushed to
help lift the coffin, which was
draped in black cloth with gold
lettering, said muezzin Raafat
Maglad, -"because any person
who helps carry the deceased believes 'they receive a blessing."
Fayed, 42, was buried immediately at Brookwood cemetery, 25

miles southwest of London.
Diana and Fayed, a film producer whose credits included
"Chariots of Fire," had become
close during a series of holidays
together in the past five weeks.
They died when their Mercedes, pursued by a swarm of paparazzi, slammed at high speed
into a wall of the tunnel. A bodyguard was seriously hurt. Police
hope that when he is able to talk,
he can shed light on the cause of
the crash.
A somber Charles flew to Paris
Sunday evening with Diana's two
elder sisters, Lady Sarah McCorquodale, 41, and Lady Jane FelloWes, 40, to accompany Diana's
body on its homeward flight.
Prime Minister Blair and a military honor guard were a a Royal
Air Force base west of London to
meet the coffin, draped in the
royal standard. _
Charles returned immediately
to''Scotland to comfort his sons,
Paince William, 15, and Prince
•
Prarry, 12.
World leaders praised Diana
for an international humanitarian

•LBL...
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tROM PAGE 1
the area, management should be
assumed by the U.S. Forest Service — in preference to other
federal agencies — and that the
operation should continue . under
the proven principles of the management plan created by LBL and
now in place."
The League believes that the
Forest Service would continue
managing LBL similiar to the
way TVA does.
"We think the Forest Service is
the agency most likely to continue the management plan in
place," Hall said. "Our experts
tell us the management plan is a
solid one. From what I've seen
from my visits there, people are
•
happy."
Hall said the Forest Service is
preferred over the National Park
Service because of its wildlife
management procedures.
"What most national parks apparently don't do is actively manage for wildlife," Hall said. "Particulary for deer. You need to
handle the forest that produce the
mass that deer and turkey use.
There is a tendency, nationwide,
on the National Park Service to
let nature take its course."
Hall said Kentucky sportsmen
have been happy with the management by the United States
Forest Service --of, the Daniel
Boone National Forest.
"We've worked very closely
with them on the Daniel Boone,"
Hall said. "They have their hands
full with the Daniel Boone in getting a new management plan, but
that's always a challenge."

role that included a campaign to
ban land mines and vocal support
for AIDS victims.
President Clinton said he and
his wife, Hillary, "knew Princess
Diana and we were very fond of
her."
Ordinary folk spoke of the extraordinary warmth and compassion shown to them by a privately
troubled woman.
"Her smile made me feel so
comfortable and at home," said
15-year-old Shelly Foti, who has
nursed her sick mother and was
recently presented with an award
•
by the princess.
Former employees also remembered her with fondness.

Patrick Jephson, her private
secretary from 1988 to 1996, said
she "very successfully combined
an extraordinary glamor with a
very deep sense of responsibility
towards her royal duties and her
humanitarian work."
Richard Kay, royal reporter for
the Daily Mail, said in today's
edition that he had spoken to
Diana a few hours before the accident, and that she was considering withdrawing from public life.
The sudden, violent end of the
popular royal figure — and news
that someone is trying to hawk
pictures of the crash — ignited a
fresh debate meanwhile about
press freedom.

DEATHS
Mrs. Ophie E. Lee
Mrs.. Ophie E. Lee, 84, of Murray, died at 11 p.m., Friday, Aug. 29,
1997 at her home.
She was a retired food services worker at Kenlake Foods and a
member of the Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church of Marshall
County.
Mrs. Lee is preceded in death by her hudsband, Coy Elton Lee; two
daughters, Brenda Fay Lee and Janice Marilyn Newsome.
Survivors include two daughters, Judity Carolyn Foy and Christine
Lee, both of Murray; two sisters, Ruby Buchanan and Pearl Edwards,
both of Murray; one son-in-law, Ray Newsome, of Murray; and one
brother, Willie Darnell, of Poplar Bluff, Mo.; four grandchildren and
Iwo great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, Sept. 2, 1997 at 1:30 p.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow at the Palestine
Cemetery.
Friends may call at 5 p.m. Monday, Sept. 1, 1997 at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
_

Jerry Max Boggess

Jerry Max Boggess, 56, of Kirksey, died at 1:57 p.m., Aug. 31,
1997 at his home.
He worked in the parts department of Key Auto Parts in Murray and
was a member of the Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Mr. Boggess is survived by his wife, Delorise Mohler Boggess, of
Kirksey; one daughter, Sharon Boggess, of Kirksey; one son, Terry
Boggess and his wife Alisa, of Almo; three brothers, Edger Boggess,
Joe Boggess and his wife Faye, Glen Boggess and Bonell Taylor; two
sisters, Faye Boggess, of Murray, Ruth Boggess, of Paducah; two
grandsons, Brandon Boggess, of Almo, Benjamin Newton, of Kirksey;
two granddaughters, Brandy and Angie Murphy, both of Almo.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at the Miller Funeral Home of
Murray.

Beulah Mae Calhoon
Mrs. Beulah Mae Calhoon, 74, of Murray, died at 4:30 a.m. Saturday, Aug. 30, 1997, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born March 8, 1923 in Henry County, Tenn. she worked as a
seamstress at a St. Louis -clothing factory and was a member of the
Emmanuel Baptist Church.
She is preceded in death by her parents, George and Cora Story
Yow; one son, Joe Donald Raspberry; one grandson, Marty Raspberry;
one brother, William Yow; three sisters, Gladys Causey, Goldie Alexander and Bama Let Byers.
Mrs. Calhoon is survived by her_husband, Herbert Calhoon, of Murray; one son; one brother, John W.'ilOw and his wife Armild, of Kirltsey; several neices and nephews and six grandchildren.
Funeral services will be Monday, Sept. 1, 1997 at 11 a.m. at the
The Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Paul McWherter will officiate.
Burial, will follow at the Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call after 5 p.m. Sunday at the Miller Funeral Home of
Murray.

Nothing Beats "Word Of Mouth"!
Based on your comments and the
number of new visitors. these
messages have been very successful
but remember...
Nothing Is Better Than Our
Customers Going Home and Telling
Their Friends About Us!

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at.Whitnel I
753-4175
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House of Windsor faces uncertain future

Kentuckian plays key role
in nation's space program
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP) NASA.
After graduating from Vander— His sister recalls how he used
bilt
University in 1970 with a deto fire off rockets from their back
yard in Elizabethtown, then grill gree in physics and astronomy, he
her about where they-had landed. took some time off and worked
His mother remembers how he as a•studio guitarist in Nashville,
once "blew up the basement" Tenn.
Next he became a staff scienwhen mixing household chemitist
at Lawrence Berkeley Laborcals with the ingre;Eents from a
youth chemistry set to make fuel atory in California. He also did
graduate work in solid-state physfor his rockets.
"Oh, yeah, I filled the base- ics at the University of California
ment with smoke," G. Scott at Berkeley.
From there he moved to the
Hubbard said with a chuckle.
"Thereafter, all chemistry experi- private sector, working as a manments had to be done outside." ager and researcher. He joined
So it's probably little wonder NASA in 1987 and has worked at
that this bright young fellow who Ames ever since.
In 1990, when it was proposed
had his eyes on the sky and beythat
NASA return to Mars with a
ond now works for NASA and is
credited with thinking up the con- mission that then was projected
cept of the Mars Pathfinder mis- to have a multibillion-dollar price
sion, right down to the bounce of tag, Hubbard said he took a diffethe landing craft on its air bags. rent tack
Hubbard, 48, is deputy director
of space for NASA's Ames Research Center in California. In
July, he was in the news as a
spokesman for the Pathfinder
mission, explaining Pathfinder .
117
1••110
•
1
•
41
•
14
.
.
1 1
'and its assignment to photograph,
analyze and explore a tiny portion of Mars.
This month, he is likely to be !
in the spotlight again when
NASA launches a new mission,
called Lunar Prospector, to the
I
moon.
24 liout SeNICe
Hubbard is the NASA mission
manager on this project; he
, Our Gas Quit
helped plan the unmanned mis.
Flowing....
sion, is overseeing the construction of its rocket and spacecraft :.
.. But We're Still
and will help run it.
TOWING!
He also is participating in one
of Prospector's high-profile experiments: the quest to see if the :i.
moon holds water, in the form of
ice, near the lunar south pole.
Hubbard said his interest in
space science began when he was
10, when the United States
launched one of its first satellites.
207 S. 7th St.• Murray X
But Hubbard, Elizabethtown
753-9132 1,7,.
High School's 1966 valedictorian, traveled an indirect route to

and Diana's divorce, their appetite is unsated — and is being
blamed for the crash that killed
the princess and her beau, Dodi
Fayed.
Still, the family has survived
scandal before, including King
Edward VIII's liaison with
American divorcee Wallis Warfield Simpson. Edward, the
queen's uncle, relinquished his
empire in 1936 to marry
Simpson.
Diana, during her years with
Charles, of.t2n commiserated with
the Winds' other palace misfit,
the Duchess of York. The former
Sarah Ferguson is divorced from
Charles' younger brother, Prince
Andrew.
Without Diana, life might be
easier for the royal family: She
was living on her own and they
never knew what tomorrow's
headlines would scream about a
new romance or a new campaign.
But opinion on the street outside Kensington Palace, where
Diana lived, ran high against the
Windsors.
"She was the limelight of the
royal family and I think that they
could have real difficulty surviv-

ing now that she is dead," said
Londoner Derek Campbell.
"I used to be quite a royalist,
but not now — because of the

way they used Diana," said Josephine Boeg-Clarke, a retired
caterer. "They just used her to
produce an heir
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FREE APPLICATION BY PHONE
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school for his athletic prowess
and impish personality than his
academic achievement.
"Both boys have emerged as
pleasant, polite and welladjusted," said Richard Kay,
who covers the royals for The
Daily Mail.
While insisting that her sons
would savor normal childhood
joys— trips to amusement parks,
going to the movies, stopping for
hamburgers — she tried to instill
in them a concern for the less
fortunate.
She took William to meet
homeless people and discussed
her campaigns to help AIDS sufferers and ban land mines with
the boys.
Diana adored her sons, and
they reciprocated. William developed a deep mistrust of the media from seeing how his mother
was treated.
None of the Windsors have had
an easy time of it lately.
Three of the queen's four
children have divorced in the last
five years. Their private lives and
loves have become daily fodder
for the increasingly voracious tabloid press.
More than a year after Charles

'
ASH CASH CAS

Now, the challenge for the
By EDITH U. LEDERER
family that couldn't live with her
Associated Press Writer
is to try to live without her.
LoNtiON (AP) —.They threw
The Windsors could be
her out of the royal circle. They strengthened
by her death betook away her beloved title. Princause of the enormous outpouring
cess Diana still sparkled, undiof sympathy, especially for her
minished, the brightest gem in
sons, the young princes.
the Windsors' crown.
The boys learned of their
Without her, more Britons may
mother's death before dawn,
see the House of Windsor as a
when their father woke them to
collection of cold, unfeeling
break the news at the royal Balanachronisms.
moral estate in Scotland. Later,
"She was banished by the
shocked and pale but composed,
royal family, but she was the star
they attended, Crathie Church
member," royal biographer Anwith their father and grandmother
thony Holden said Sunday, hours
to
pray for Diana.
after Diana died in a car crash in
Ben Pimlou, author of a recent
Paris
while
fleeing
biography of Queen Elizabeth II,
photographers.
that Diana's death
predicted
After 20-year-old "Shy Di,"
as she was dubbed by the ta- would shift the spotlight to William, the 15-year-old heir to the
bloids, married into the monarchy
throne of England.
and the spotlight, she struggled to
The tall, handsome youth with
make the 1,000-year-old institua shock of blond hair and his
tion relevant to people of the late
• mother's shy smile has become
20th century.
something of a heartthrob among
"She had begun to reinvent the
role of the monarchy for the 21st teen-age girls. His brother Harry,
century, starting when she shook , an exuberant skier with reddishhands with an AIDS victim," blond hair, turns 13 on Sept. 15.
He is said to be -better known at
Holden said.
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Strong Bones And Good Health Keep Families Healthy, Too
We all treasure our families. We cherish the connectedness of succeeding
generations. And to keep that connection strong and meaningful, we do
everything we can to stay healthy.
The doctors and nurses at the Primary Medical Care Center want to
help. That's why we've opened The Osteoporosis‘ Center of Murray. We
know that more than 25 million Americans have osteoporosis and that four
out of five of them are women. And we don't want you to be one of them.
With the availability of our new bone density detection equipment, we
can obtain essential information to help us assess the health u your
bones. The measurement is safe, non-invasive and painless.
Keep the generations going strong. Be healthy. And take the necessary
steps to stay that way.
To schedule an appointment for a bone density assessment, please call
(502) 759-9200.

Why Would You Let A
Stranger
Into Your
Home? 4111
You dciei6ry1l1ilig possible to protect your home from the threat of the
unknown. So why would you c'aii on an unknown insurance agency to
insure it? When it comes time to renew your, homeowner's insurance,
give us a call. Grange Insurance and we have been part of your
community for years, and we want to safeguard your home just as
much as you do. And we'll offer you the coverage, experience, and
commitment to personal service you
need to protect your home. After all, you
wouldn't let a stranger into your home.
INSURANCE
Why would you let a stranger insure it?
Your partner in protection

:he o o osis
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Western Kentucky
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Treatment

502-759-9200.800-932-2122
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Insurance Agency, Inc.
302 N. 12th St., Murray

753-5842

Grange won't let just anyone be their agent. lay should you?
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Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
Pt BUSIIED

BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Dear Editor:
I would like to begin by saying that your paper is one of the finest
small city daily papers! have ever read. I have been reading it daily for a
few years and I always find it interesting. I was extremely disappointed
to see the editoral cartoon on page three of the August 25 edition. The
cartoon depicted twochildren talking about what they wanted to be when
they grow up. One child said he wanted "to wear a uniform and a gun! To
beat! To bash! To maim! To sodomize! To be a COP!" The child then
punched the other child. The little character at the bottom of the cartoon
said "Ah! The criminals with badges" and "Barbarians in blue." I found
this somewhat offensive and very distasteful. It was sad and ironic that in
the same edition, you placed the article about three New Hampshire
police officers who were murdered last week on the BACK PAGE.
We are fortunate to have some of the finest law enforcement officers
in the state who work for Murray Police Department,Calloway Sheriffs
Office, MSU Public Safety, KSP, not to mention the other countless
officers from other agencies who live and work in our county. I know
most of the police officers in our county and have worked side by side
with many of than. I would trust my possessions and life with any of
them and I was very disappointed in you for allowing such a "police
bashing" cartoon to be printed in your paper.
It is certainly true that we all read reports of a few officers who go bad
and turn to crime but that should not give anyone the desire to label all
police officers as criminals. Rather than ridiculing police officers in your
paper, you should encourage every reader to praise all the police officers
in our county who dedicate their lives for thankless jobs and substandard wages.Sure,they are not perfect people but you should have the
courage to ask every reader to pray daily for every police officer in our
county and to publicly thank each of them for jobs well done.
Scott D. Bivins
Murray,
KY 42071
Drive,
Spring
Poplar
749

WASHINGTON TODAY

Seasoned clerk is
silent on court
By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer

•

Affordability key insurance issue

WASHINGTON (AP) — Law professor W. William Hodes
knows the inside story about the Supreme Court's deliberations in a
number of important cases, but his students won't hear about any
of them this fall.
Like other former law clerks at the high court, Hddes is sworn to
secrecy.
The Indiana University professor took an unusual sabbatical from
teaching during the past year, putting the knowledge gained during
a 27-year legal career to work as a law clerk for Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg.
'Hodes, 53, had the good foiitun▪e▪ of being at the court during one
of the most dramatic terms on record: The court ruled there is no
constitutional right to doctor-assisted suicide, threw out a federal
religious freedom law and let Paula Jones go forward with her sexharassment lawsuit against President Clinton.
"I won't be able to pass on some things" to students, Hodes
says — a huge understatement to those who would love to know
what led to those and other important rulings.
But it was exciting, he said, "working on big opinions and being
on the inside ... knowing how it was going to come down." When
he and other clerks saw media commentators speculate on the possible outcome of cases, "We knew whether they were going to be
right or wrong."
Ginsburg was one of Hodes' professors at Rutgers law school
during the late 1960s. Before he arrived in Washington last year,
Ginsburg told a Hofstra University law school audience her former
student would be "the court's most seasoned law clerk."
Most other clerks at the high court are in their 20s and are not
long out of law school. They have usually clerked first at a lower
federal court.
Hodes may have stood out in the group, but "once we got into
the routine we were all one big happy — but tired — family," he
said.
Only the nine justices are allowed into the conference room at
the court when they discuss and vote on cases. But the clerks help
research and draft opinions, and they see memos from other justices suggesting possible changes.
"It's almost like a debate on paper," Hodes said. .
Although he cannot give details on how last spring's decisions
were reached, the inside view will help him analyze future cases
for his students.
"I'll be able to re-create the atmosphere of a sharply divided
case, and may be able to speculate on whether something changed
from the first draft to the last," he said. He also will be able to
point to an opinion's language and say, "See? That looks like. a
compromise."
"I'll be as well equipped as anybody to make those kinds of speculations," he 'added.
Last year, Hodes said his ambition to become a Supreme Court
law clerk was sparked as soon as Clinton nominated Ginsburg to
the court. "I had this immediate sense that this was something I
had to do. It's like joining the Peace Corps," he said at the time.
Now, he says he hadn't realized how much legal work goes on
behind the scenes at the court. Thousands of appeals are examined
and denied review, emergency petitions pour in, along with petitions from death-row inmates seeking to delay their executions.
--When we think about the Supreme Court, all of us — journalists and law professors and lawyers — tend to think just of the
cases and not of all this background work," he said.
He wishes the public understood more about the court's work,
such as.,the difference between a ruling that interprets a federal law
and one that interprets the Constitution itself.
But the late nights and long weekends at the court were worth
the chance to work on "something that really matters," he
said.
Among the clerks, "There was a sense of 'we're here to do a serious job and we're in it together."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The theory behind insurance —
CAPITOL IDEAS
of any type — is spreading risk.
In the case of car insurance,
for example, a company banks on
the fact that not every driver will
end up in a wreck. Everybody
Mark R. Chellgren
pays a premium, the company
makes money on the money and
An Associated •Press News Analysis
sometimes even pays whatever
something called guaranteed
claims are made. If you have a `the same.
But in Kentucky, at least, lia- issue, which is a legal requirewreck, chances are your premium
will increase; have too many of bility insurance is required of ev- ment that a company that offers a
ery driver.
type of insurance to one must ofthem, and you're looking for a
Health insurance is, essentially, fer it to all, regardless of your
new insurance company.
available only to those who can
medical history, health status or
But, by the same token, keep
driving merrily along, never afford it. The risk is effectively anticipated health problems.
But unless you can pay the
make a claim, and watch what spread among those who have dr
best ability to fend for them- premium, you still can't get
happens when your premium
insurance.
comes due. Chances are, it will selves without insurance.
Guaranteed issue, along with a ,
The poor, disabled and elderly
go up. During this same time, the
amount of money the insurance are protected to some extent number of other requirements
company will pay on your car, through government programs enacted since 1994, are blamed
should it get totaled, decreases such as Medicaid and Medicare. by the nearly four dozen insurance companies that have quit
There are somewhere around
each year. Get a new car, and
your premium is going up. Get a 400,000 to 500,000 people in. selling individual health insurcouple of speeding tickets, your Kentucky who fall into that void. ance policies for their departure.
They don't have any risk spread
Insurance companies sometimes
premium is going up.
The point is, insurance costs for them. Their risk is if they get operate on the theory that ,the
money. Lots of it. And you keep sick and can't pay for it. If that
best customers are those who pay
premiums, but never get sick and
paying, even if you don't use it. happens, they often faltback into
make claims.
If you use it, it costs even more. the practice that was blamed for
The way the debate is going
It's the beauty of the system, as the crisis that prompted the dethese days, guaranteed issue is
least as far as your insurance bate over health care to begin
with — people going to hospital
about to become a thing of the
company is concerned.
past. In its place, for those whose
When the topic isihealth insur- emergency rooms (the most expensive form of primary care) conditions effectively price them
ance, it works differently; vastly
without the means to pay.
out of the market, could be a
differently. The theary behind in, Kentucky, right now, has
high-risk pool. People have to
surance spreading the risk is still

pay higher premiums than private
coverage, but it does not usually
cover the cost of providing health
care to these people. The difference can co
„pae from an assessment on private insurers, people
who have private insurance policies or from a government appropriation of some sort.
Insurance Commissioner
George Nichols 141 estimates that
fewer than 10,000 people could
end up in a high-risk pool. The
real benefit., he said, of luring
back some of those fleeing companies is for the 86,000 or so
people they once covered. But it
is unclear how many of those
86,000 people ended up with
coverage elsewhere, even if it
wasn't from their earlier
provider.
The real bather to insurance
coverage appears to be its cost.
And nothing in the current debate
seems to deal with that topic.
"The General Assembly has
never looked at the affordability
issue," said Jane Chiles, executive director of the Catholic Conference of Kentucky.
"The rates are going to go up
for everybody, regardless of what
we do or when we do it," Nichols said last week.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Aug. 27 — The Philadelphia Inquirer, on new election for
Teamsters:
The halo over Teamsters president Ron Carey, the reformer who
led the successful strike against UPS, was quickly tarnished — and
with it some of the labor movement's momentum from the UPS
settlement. 40
A federal official has just thrbOin out the union's 1996 election
— which Mr. Carey had apparently won by fewer than 16,000
votes out of nearly half a million — because of the Carey camp's
Illegal fund-raising.
The ruling seeks to give members of the corruption-plagued union the fair election they deserve — for example, by preventing Mr.
Carey from promoting himself right before the election in Teamster
publications.
But to serve his members, his union's image and that of unions
in general, Mr. Carey ought to go the extra mile. He should step
aside until a fair election can determine the Teamsters' rightful
leader. ...
Aug. 21 — Walla Walla (Wash.) Union-Bulletin, on higher
national park fees:
,
The doubling of fees at many national parks seemed a prudent
move when Congress approved it last year.
Today, now that the higher fees are place, the wisdom is even
clearer. Raising park fees from $5 a carload to $10 a carload hasn't
deterred many — if any — visitors to national parks.
Business at the parks remains brisk. Some parks are doing better
this year than last. Washington state's Olympic National Park, for
example, has been visited by an estimated 2.1 million people
through June, ...• a 40 percent increase over last year.

Those who visit parks and monuments should pay a reasonable
user fee, one which is low enough to ensure everyone has an opportunity to visit but high enough to make a significant contribution to
the upkeep of our national treasures. ...
Aug. 23 — The Cincinnati Enquirer, on AMA and product
endorsements:
The American Medical Association, the nation's largest physicians' group, restored some of its credibility by admitting an error
in judgment and backing away from an exclusive product endorsement deal.
After stinging public criticism for conflict of interest and commercialism, AMA asked Sunbeam Corp. to release it from a contract to put the AMA logo on health care products in exchange for
a cut of sales, estimated to be millions of dollars.
All organizations sometimes make bad decisions. It's refreshing
when they swallow their pride and change course.
Aug. 23 — The News & Observer, Raleigh, N.C., on tobacco
companies and tax credit:
Talk about smoke and mirrors. The nation's tobacco companies
showed some dazzling sleight of hand in slipping a $50 billion credit for themselves into the tax-cut bill Congress passed.... They got
the sure-handed assistance of House Speaker Newt Gingrich and
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott in coming off with their prize.
What this back-room deal does for the big cigarette manufacturers is to give them a $50 billion tax credit against the $368 billion
they've pledged to settle anti-tobacco litigation. Over the 25 years
of the proposed payments, the provision sneaked into the bill Would
credit to Big Tobacco an estimated $50 billion frern a higher tax
levied on cigarettes.

Clinton trying to fast talk his way
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
going to take some fast talking to
get the kind of fast action President Clinton wants from Congress to let him negotiate trade
deals that legislators can't amend.
Fast track trade authority,
which one Democratic foe describes as "a kind of inside baseball term," has been granted every president since 1974, but
Clinton's renewal request faces
stiff opposition, left and right.
He wants it approved this year
to prepare for talks next spring
on a broadening of the North
American Free Trade Agreement,
toward the Western Hemisphere
free trade zone he envisions by
2005.
But opponents argue that
NAFTA hasn't produced the benefits promised before it was narrowly approved in 1993, pointing
to increased trade deficits with
Mexico and Canada and claiming
the deal has cost U.S. jobs.
The administration disputes.
that. But its latest NAFTA appraisal, which shows modest U.S.
economic gains, is short of the
expansive forecasts issued during
the push to get that accord
approved.
Clinton has just broadcast the
first installment of his campaign
to win fast track legislation in the
fall, a timetable criticized by
some of his congressional sup.porters for providing too late a
start.
The measure hasn't been for-

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
mally introduced in Congress, although the president has set up a
plan to lobby for it,There's to be
a White House sendoff for fast
track on Sept. 10.
The delay, which has drawn
warnings from some advocates of
renewal that there won't be time
to get it done before Congress adjourns, stem's in part from disagreements over how, and
whether, the measure should deal
with labor standards and environmental protection by U.S. trading
partners.
Liberals want them tied to any
trade deals; Republican free-trade
advocates, a vital bloc for approval, don't.
Urging fast track approval in a
radio talk Saturday, Clinton dealt
with that problem only by saying
that he "will continue to promote
worker rights and responsible environmental policies with our
trading partners."
The renewed trade authority
has been an administration aim
all year, but on hold. Charlene
Barshcfsky, the U.S. trade representative, advocated it to the
Senate Finance Committee on

June 4,. and got complaints about
the delay.
She said the Cabinet recommended the timetable because
"fast track will take substantial
presidential and vice presidential
time" that couldn't be spent on
the trade issue during months
dominated by budget and tax
issues.
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
D-N.Y., said at that session that
political calculations were behind
the delay, suggesting it was to
serve Vice President Al Gore's
presidential aspirations in 2000.
While the trade issue could be
a problem for Gore, since organtrack,
v
ized labor opposefast
. Better to
waiting wouldn't
get it passed, and a ue that it is
working, than to prolong the
argument.
Rep. Dick Gephardt of Missouri, the House Democratic
leader and a virtually certain rival
in the next presidential campaign,
opposes the trade measure without labor standards and environmental requirements, and probably will vote against fast track
anyhow.

With fast track authority, an
administration can negotiate trade
agreements for expedited congressional action with no amendments allowed, only up or down
votes. Without it, no deal would
be firm until the House and Senate had acted, since amendments
could change what had been bargained and force renegotiation.
Clinton said he would use it
"to negotiate tough new trade
agreements" that will keep the
economy growing. "It will help
me to negotiate more open markets with specific countries, especially in Latin America and
Asia," he said.
"Our workers and our businesses are the best in the world but
they can't compete in the slow
lane," Clinton said. He said the
power he wants renewed will
"keep American prosperity on
the fast track."
But then, the opponents can
play on the words, too.
"There is fast food, fast talk,
fast track," said Sen. Byron L.
Dorgan, D-N.D. "It all kind of
connotes doing sOmething unusual, not _taking time to
prepare."
And the argument is only
beginning.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Waiter
R. Mears, vire president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for mere than 30 years.
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Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will conduct a- Bloodborne Pathogen Class entitled "Prevention of Disease
Transmission" on Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 5 p.m. A CPR ReCertification Class will be the same day at 7 p.m. Hairdressers may
-earn continuing education hours by taking these classes; however
these classes are open to the community as well. If you need either
of these classes, come by the Red Cross office at 607 Poplar St.,
Weaks Center, to register. Office hours are 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4
p.m. For more information call 753-1421.

Concerned Citizens change meeting
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens will meet
Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 7:30 p.m. in The Annex of Calloway County
Public Library. Persons are asked to note the change of meeting
place and day of meeting. The public is invited to attend, according
to Ella Tidwell, secretary of CCACC.

.Faxon Fellowship on Wednesday

Officers of Murray-Calloway. County Hospital's Medical Explorer
Post
803, pictured at a recent meeting, are, from left, front row, Angela
Burkett, president from. October through May, Andrea Conner, now
preisdent, Amy Mangle, vice president fer administration, Jamie
Sanders,
sergeant at arms; back row, Jeremy Price, historian, Colin Weir, Murray
High School reporter, Katherine Estes, vice president for
programs,
Lindsey McNutt, historian, and Lee Ann Crider, treasurer. Not
pictured
are Tasha Thompson, secretary, and Adam Pitman, sergeant
at arms.
The hospital's Explorer Post was awarded the national quality unit
designation for the 17th consecutive year theis year.

•

All men and women who ever attended Faxon School and their
spouses will meet for a breakfast fellowship on Wednesday, Sept. 3,
at 8 a.m. at Shoney's. For more information call Frank Brandon,
753-8394.

Explorers will meet

Depression Group will meet

Discover the challenge of one
of the most dynamic -youth-run
programs in the nation — Exploring. A branch of the Boy Scouts
of America, Exploring is a coeducational opportunity get a first
hand look at professionals in
action.
In Murray. the Medical, Explorer Post 803 is starting its new
year with a First Nighter meeting.
Students who are freshmen in
high school to 21 years old who
are interested in a career in the
health care field should attend
this meeting.
The First Nighter is Tuesday,
Sept. 2, at 6:30 p.m. in the Third
Floor Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Those attending the First
Nighter will hear guest speaker,
Frankie Crider R.N. make a presentation entitled "Tube Talk."
They will also meet the post officers, see a slide show of Explorer activities and receive a
brief outline of programs in the
coming months.
As Medical Explorers, students
get the opportunity to meet and
work with many medical and
health professionals, as well as

A Depression Support Group,will meet Wednesday, Sept. 3, at
10:30 a.m. in Medical Arts Building, Suite 283W, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information call Kathy Culbert RN,
MSN, CS, at 762-1485.

Oaks' Ladies' events planned
Ladies' Day events at Oaks Country. Club will be Wednesday,
Sept. 3. Golf with Jan Ochoa and Kitty Steele as hostesses will be
played startig at 9 a.m. Bridge will be played at 9:30 a.m. with Maxa
Reed, 753-5178, as hostess.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

.)

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will ipeet Tuesday, Sept.
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center." The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single, adults,
whether always single, ,separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Jane at 489-2046 or Sue at 489-2922.

Kappa Department will meet
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will open the new
club year with a meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 6:30 p.m. at the
club house. Names for new members will be tabled. Hostesses will
be Karen Isaacs, Carolyn Marcum and Dru McKinney. Evelyn. Wallis, chairman, urges all members to attend.

Health- Express stops listed
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will be offering
blood pressure, Oise, vision and glaucoma at all of its stops during
the month of September. Also a Stool for Occult Blood Screening
Kit is available for $4. Stops for Wednesday, Sept. 3, will be at
Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:15 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m.; and on Thursday, Sept. 4, at Cadiz Baptist Church from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and Woods & Wetlands wildlife Center, Cadiz, from Ito
2:30 p.m.

Blood pressure checks Tuesday
' Free blood pressure checks will be given on Tuesday, Sept. 2, at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and South 15th
Streets, Murray.---This is a free service of the church.

Dexter-Almo meeting Tuesday
Dexter-Almo Fire Protection District No. 4 will meet Tuesday,
Sept. 2, at 6:30 p.m. at the No. 4 fire station at Almo. All residents
*
of the area are urged to attend.

Dexter Center changes potluck
Dexter Senior Citizens will meet Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Dexter Center. No potluck meal will be served this week, but
will be served on Sept. 9. All seniors are urged to attend.

Ladies Guild will meet Tuesday
Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church will meet Tuesday, Sept.
2, at 7 p.m. in the Parish Center. Sr. Mary Mathias will be the guest
speaker. For transporation call 489-2573 or the Parish office,
759-1621.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group Education meeting will be Tuesday, Sept.
2, at 3 p.m. in private dining room of Murray:Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Nancy Rose, Patient Advocate,
762-1389, or Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist, at 762-1447.

Story Hours at library
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 2 and 3, according to Sandy Linn,
youth services director for the library. The theme will be "Grandparents." A special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed for
children, age 2 actompanied by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m., and Story
Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both days.

Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church of God, 2645 Hwy. 641
South, Murray, have a Children's Crusade starting Monday, Sept. 1,
and continuing through Friday, Sept. 5, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. each
evening. For more information call 753-7389.

,„
TEEN
ACTIVITY
CENTER
)4)„. Opens August 16th,
1997
at the

University Branch
,

I.

v

participate in projecterelated to
health careers.
They work as observers or volunteers in various departments at
MCCH, prticipate in local community events, tour other medical
facilities, participate in CPR classes and hear health professionals
speak about their careers.
The local post ,also joins Explorers from the Southeast region
for a ski trip and annual regional
meeting in Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Youth officers are elected by a
democratic process to lead and
represent the post.
Explorers frequently come
together as a post to have meetings and activities. During these
gatherings, a post program is decided upon and conducted by the
post .officers and members with
the advice of the adult
supervisors.
The post program is always influenced by six experience areas:
career, citizenship, social, outdoor, service, and fitness.
For more information, contact
MCCH Director of Public Relations and Post Advisor Kathy
Hodge at 762-1381.
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Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Aug. 27, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Barry E. Jones, Dexter; Hampton L.
Gish, Cadiz; Mrs. Sherry L. Farm and
baby girl, Gilbertsville; Brian Heath
Colson, Almo;
Mrs. Evalena Thompson, Miss Florence Irene Brown, Eric W. Johnson,
Larry Dean Benton, Miss Florence
Hedger,
Mrs. Geneva Hurt, Mrs. Opal
Frances Oakley, Eugene Ray Spillman, Mrs. Chester Mary Finch,
Joseph Anthonym Williford, Keith
Kennedy, George L. Stockton, and
Hunter L. Shroat, all of Murray.

753.4703

Back Pain ? Headaches ?
Neck Pain ?

1210 Johnson Blvd. Murra , KY
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Aug. 28, have been released as
follows:

\\\ \\\ \\\

4
1 HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN 6 WOMEN
767-0780

Newborn admission
Bohannon baby boy, parents, Kathy
and Rodney, Murray.

PUBLIC
NOTICE

Nancy Thurmond
of Murray, Ky.
has lost 60 lbs.
& 67 inches &
still losing!!!

Alterations
For Ladies, Men
& Children
All Types of Sewing
'Hems *Zippers
iSleeves *Waists

All-In-One
Sewing Center

753-3444

YMCA
\ 1510 Chestnut St., Murray

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Book audio presentation cancelled
at 12:10 p.m.as Calloway Public LiHa
brazryel closed
Center
. dosed todayfor senior
activities.sec, today
Cenr0
citizens'eesCenter
Weeks
for senior
citizens' activities.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
lnA
A fo/753
closed
82.special interest study
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building. Info/759-98§2.
Children's Crusade/7-8:30
p.m./Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God. Info/753-7389.
LBL events include Chattering
Hummers/1 p.m./Nature Station. Info/
1-502-924-2020.
Tuesday, Sept. 2
Murray Board of Education public
hewing and special called meting/5.30
p.m./Board office.
Calloway Chapter of American Red
Cross Bloodborne Pathogen Class/5
p.m.; CPR Re-certriification Class/7
p.m. Info/753-1421.
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at
Almo.
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens/7:30 p.m./Annex of
Calloway Public Library. Note change
and day of meeting.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./dub house. "
Calloway County Band Boosters/6
p.m./CC High School Band Room.
Community Improvement
Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Weeks Community Center. Info/Jane, 489-2046 or Sue,
489-2922.
Independent Christian Singles/7 p.m.
potluck at Senior Citizens' building,
Mayfield. Info/Nancy, 762-0231, or
Eugene, 753-6718.
Purchase Ares Positive Christian
Singles/6:30
p.m

Tuesday, Sept. 2
Hardin TOPS Chapter weigh-irv6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Dexter Center Senior activitiesi9:30
a.m. Potluck changed to Sept. 9.
Weeks Center/open 8 a m.-4 p.m.ifor
senior citizens' activities. Will grill
hamburgers.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/dosed
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall. Info/759-9882,
Children's Crusade/7.8 : 30
p.m./Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God. Info/753-7389.
eWest Fork Baptist Church Baptist
Women/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Women on
Mission I at 6:30 p.m. with Dana
Prescott.
First Christian Church CWF Group II
at 9:30 a.m./Shoney's.
First United Methodist Church UMW
Executive meeting/9 a.m ,
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.; New ,Young Adult
Class at Sivills/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church . Mother's Day
Out/9 a.m.; Dorothy Group/10:30 a.m.:
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.; Bea Walker
Group/7 p.m. w/Naomi Rogers.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Murray Moose Lodge officers
meeting/6 p.m.; regular meeting/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.p.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. '
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/11
a.m.-10 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
ONE YEAR.
Church.
EARLY SURRENDER
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
CHARGES APPLY.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Explorer Post 803 First Nighter/6:30
p.m./third for education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Also Available As IRA.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
C
Dismissals
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Mrs. Patricia Ann Bunnell, Ms.
-Chapel United Methodist Church.
Bob
Glenda M. Paris, and Mrs. Tamara S.
Murray TOPS Club/First Presbyterian
Shelton and baby boy, all of Cadiz;
Cornelison
Church/6 p.m.
Mrs. Annie Ellen Evans, Gilbertsvilla; Mrs. Sandra Lynn Crow and Mrs.
Lucy Key Hosford, Paris, Tenn:;
Mrs. Mary E. Bingham, Springville,
Tenn.; Miss Roxanne Massey and
baby girl, Mayfield;
Mrs. Sandra Lea Shelbum, Benton;
Mrs. Patricia Ann Largent, Dover,
Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can Help
Tenn.; Mrs. Angela Kaye Ray, PuCall 759-8000 for an Appointment
ryear, Tenn.;
Let me help you through chiropractic.
Mrs. Ora Pearl Kuykendall,- Mrs.
We care about your health and are
Bonnie Zimny, Robert Dwayne Rutdedicated to quality care.
ledge Jr., Miss Rose Ann Oakley,
Mrs. Hauteen Smith, Miss Janna E.
Dr.
B. Scott Foster
Furches, and Bohannon baby boy, all
Caring for all your Chiropractic needs
of Murray.

Now Accepting

Children's Crusade scheduled

Business office

desed
All post off
dosed for Labor Day.
Calloway County Public Library
dosed today for Labor Day.
All city and county schools and Murray State University closed today.
Emotions Anonymous/6:30-8
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.

Red Cross plans special Class
•

CALENDAR

95 Chestnut St.
Industrial Road • Murray
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

4_

Summer's almost over and school's back in...there's no
better time to begin your weight control program.
Call today you can lose over 44 lbs. by Christmas!!
•
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I.

NEW EMERGENCY
DEPARTMENT PHYSICIAN

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky

We welcome Dr. Chris Poor to MCCH's
Emergency Department. Dr. Poor started last month
as a new full-time physician in the Emergency
Department.
Dr. Poor comes to us following his residency in
the Department of Family and Community Medicine at
the University of Missouri. He has worked as an
emergency room physician in hospitals in Columbia
and Boonville, Mo., the past two years. He completed
his internship with University Hospitals and Clinics in
Columbia, Mo.
A native of Du Quoin, Ill., Dr. Poor earned his
medical degree from the University of Illinois College
of Medicine. He also holds a Ph.D. in Nutritional
Sciences. He is a member of the American Academy

42071

(502) 762-1100

of Family Physicians.
Dr. Poor and his wife, Bridget, are residing in the New Concord area with their
two daughters.They are expecting their third child in December. Dr. Poor's parents are
retired and live in Hamlin, Ky.

MEDICAL EXPLORERS FIRST NIGHTER

SHARED CARE RESPITE
On September 1, MCCH began the new Shared Care Respite program. Respite provides
temporary care for individuals that are usually cared for by family, allowing family members to
relinquish their duties for a short-term period.
Those who would benefit from Shared Care Respite services are typically the frail elderly,
those who are dependent on others for their daily living activities, and those who need
constant supervision, but not constant bedside attention.
While in Shared Care Respite, clients will participate in daily activities which will enable
them to interact with others. Activities are designed to challenge, stimulate, and motivate
participants: All rooms are single-occup4cy and have a TV, recliner, telephone, and private
bathroom.
Individuals may be admitted for an overnight stay, or they can stay for up to two weeks.
Respite services are especially beneficial for families, providing family members time to
mentally and.physically refresh themselves to better maintain well-balanced family relations.
For more information, call (502)762-1537 or 1-800-822-1840.
as well as potential gynecological health
problems. All parties are held in the hospital's
Private Dining Room for a minimum of six
people on the following dates and times:
Thursday, Sept. 25,6 - 8 p.m.; Friday, Oct. 17,
1 - 3 p.m.;Tuesday, Oct. 21, 9:30 - 11:30 a.m.;
Thursday, Nov. 13, 6 - 8 p.m.
To preregister for one of these parties or
to schedule a party at the time and place of
your choice, call (502)762-1388 or 1-800342-6224.

BodyCues parties, free
health-education parties
for women of all
• ages, are now being
offered at a variety of
times making the parties
convenient for everyone.
The presentation covers all
aspects of women's health including an
interactive discussion of breast selfexaminations and lower body examinations

SUPPORT GROUPS
Alzheimer's Disease Information

Cardiac Support

Education Meeting:Tues., Sept.9
Support Group Meeting: Tues., Sept.23
4:30 p.m. in the Hospital Board Room
For information about Alzheimer's Disease
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale,
02) 762-1108 or Joretta Randolph,
,
(5
(502) 753-5561. Shared Care, adult day
care, will sit with Alzheimer's clients while
caregivers attend this meeting. Call Susan
Plunkett, LPN at (502) 753-0576. Shared
Care is also open Mon.- Fri., 7:30 a.m. 4 p.m., providing respite for caregivers and
supervised activities for clients at Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar Street.

Tuesday, Sept. 9, 10 a.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Helpful nutrition information for those with cardiovascular disease, by Rebecca Wright, RD. Contact Shirley
Lynch, RN,
(502) 762-1170.

The Medical Explorer Post 803 is starting its new year with a First Nighter
meeting on Tuesday,Sept.2 at 6:30 p.m.Young men and women who are freshmen
in high school to 21-years-old interested in healthcare careers should attend. A
branch of Boy Scouts of America, the Explorer Post is.a coeducational group
providing opportunities to get a first-hand look at healtheare professionals in action.
The First Nighter will be held in the Education Unit on MCCH's third floor.
As Medical Explorers, students get a chance to meet and work with many
medical and health professionals, as well as paiticipate in projects related to health
careers. They work as observers or volunteers in various departments at MCCH,
participate in local community events, tour other medical facilities, take CPR classes
and hear health professionals speak about their careers.The local post joins
Explorers from the southeast region for a ski trip and annual regional meeting in
Gatlinburg,Tenn.
To learn more, contact Kathy Hodge at ext. 381.

'ttwice 1VIlunteer

Tratiung,Caurde
Hospice is a special kind of care for
people with terminal illnesses and their
families. Hospice focuses on treating the
physical, emotional and spiritual needs
of the patient in a comfortable, secure
and supportive environment.
This program will be presented by
Nancy Rose, RN, Hospice Director, and
other MCCH professionals. Participants
should attend both sessions on Thursdays, Sept. 18 and 25 from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Third Floor Classroom of the
hospital's Education Unit.
Continuing education credit can be
received for this program (15 contact
hours). For more information on receiving CEU credit, contact Carol Perlow at
(502)762-1249.
Those interested in becoming a
volunteer or learning more about Hospice must preregister by calling Nancy
Rose at(502)762-1389 or 1-800-3426224 or Carol Perlow at(502)762-1249.

Compassionate Friends
Thursday, Sept. 25, 7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact: Director of Pastoral Care and Counseling,
Mike Rumble,(502) 752-1274 or Hilda Bennett, (901)
498-8324

DIABETES BIKE-A-THON SET
FOR SEPTEMBER 13
The 17th annual Diabetes Bike-aThor} will be held in Murray on Saturday, Sept. 13 from 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Check-in tables will be at the rear
parking lot of the Calloway County
High School on College Farm Road.
Bikers can ride anytime between 9
a.m. and 3 p.m. The event is coordinated by the Diabetics Taking Control
Support Group and Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Participants can enter by paying a
$12 entry fee or by having a sponsor
commit to a per-mile pledge for the
bicycling participant. Registration and
sponsor sheets are available at MCCH,
Spoke and Pedal Bike Shop, Murray's
Wal-Mart Superstore and in the administrative offices of Calloway County
and Murray High and Middle Schools.
Elementarx school students in both
school systems wiH be bringing home
the forms from school.
All riders must wear a bt helmet
of Transrt
approved by the Depamen
portation. Adults must accompany
participants who are 14 years and
under.

Depression Support Group
Wednesdays, Sept. 3 & 17, 10:30 a.m.
Medical Arts Building, Suite 283W
Contact: Kathy Culbert, RN, MSN, CS
(502) 762-1485.

Bereavement Support
Thursday, Sept. 11, 9:30 a.m.
Suite 283-W of the Medical Arts Building
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN, at
1502) 762-1485.

Epilepsy Support
Monday, Sept. 15, 5:30 p.m.
Shared Care at Weeks Community Center,
607 Poplar Street
Contact Denise Satterwhite. RN.
(502) 762-1537.

Breast Cancer Support
Thursday,Sept. 4,7 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Martha Andrus at (502) 753-3862.

Cancer Support
Group Meetings:Tuesdays Sept. 2 & 16
3 p.m. in the Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose, Patient Advocate,
(502) 762-1389 or Mary Linn, MSN and
Clinical Specialist, (502) 762-1447.

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the
perinatal classes listed below. Preregistration is required for all classes and
fees may be paid at the first class
For class information and preregistration, call:(502)762-1425 or
1-800-342-6224. Preregister for:

MATERNITY CARE

• September Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., Sept. 8, 15, 22, 29; 7- 9 p.m.
Option 2: Thurs., Sept. 4, 11, 18, 25; 7 - 9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher I: Mon., Sept. 15 & 22; 7 - 9 p.m.
• Refresher II: Thurs, Sept 11 & 18; 7 - 9 p.m.
• New Parents' Support Group:
Tues., Sept. 16, Sick Child Care Center,
3rd floor, 7 - 8 p.m.
• Sibling Class:
Tuesday, Sept. 9. 7 - 8 p.m., Private Dining Room
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

• October Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., Oct. 6, 13, 20, 27; 7 - 9 p.m.
Option 2: Thurs., October 2, 9, 16, 23; 7 - 9
pm
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher I: Mon., Oct. 13 & 20; 7 - 9 p.m.
Thurs., Oct. 9 & 16; 7 - 9 p.m.
• Refresher
• New Parents' Support Group:
Tues., Oct. 21, Sick Child Care Center,
3rd floor, 7- 8 p m
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's Health
Express will be offering
bloodpressure,pulse, vision
andglaucoma screenings at
all ofits stops during the
month of
September.
A Stool For Occult
Blood Screening Kit is also
available for $4. This
screening detects blood in
the stool.l.
These screenings are
offered to detect disease in
its earlieststages when
there are no symptoms of
disease.
If you are experiencing
symptoms, you shouldsee
yourphysician.
Wednesday, Sept. 3
Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8:30- 11:15 a.m. &
12:30- 3:00 p.m.
Thursday. Sept.4
Cadiz,
Baptist Church
9:00- 11:30 a.m.
Woods & Wetlands
Wildlife Cntr.
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.

Mon-day, Sept.8
Aurora
Kenlake State Resort
Park
8:30- 11:30 a.m. &
Harrington's Grocery
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Tuesdat. Sept.9
• Hazel
Dees Bank
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
Midway
Wisehart's Grocery
12.30 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 10
Murray
Court Square
8:30 - 11:30 a.m. &
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday. Sept. 17
Camden, Tenn.
Wal-Mart
9:00- 11:30 a.m.
Paris, Tenn.
Wal-Mart
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 18
• Paimersville, Tenn.
Bank of Weakley Co.
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Lynn Grove
Crawford's Serv.
Station
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

Friday, Sept. 19
Symsonia
Peoples First of Graves
Co.
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Hardin
Baptist Association Bldg.
1:0013:00 p.m.
Tuesday,Sept. 23
• Dover
Uncle Joe's Discount
Cntr.
9:00- 1 1:30 a.m.
New Concord
Bob's Corner
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 24
• Murray
Library
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
Thursday, Sept. 25 _
Wingo
Town Square
9:00- 1 1:30 a.m.
Sedalia
Baptist Church
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 30
• Puryear, Tenn.
Minit Mart
8:30 - 1 1:30 a.m.
Whitlock, Tenn.
Johnny Lees' Grocery
1:00- 2:30 p.m.

Che
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Chemical dating validated with date of Pompeii volcano
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
reliability test of a chemical dating technique, California scientists pinpointed with unprecedented accuracy the date of the
Vesuvius volcano eruption that
destroyed Pompeii 'in Encient
Rome.
Researchers at the University
of California, Berkeley, used lava
from the Vesuvius explosion,
which is known to have occurred
in A.D. 79, to validate the accuracy of the widely used
radioactive-argon dating system.

The results pegged the volcanic eruption at 1,925 years ago,
off by just seven years from the
date recorded by historians.
Other experts said the experiment was an important technical
achievement because it was able
to accurately establish the age of
some of the youngest material
ever tested.
A report on the research will
be published Friday in the journal
Science.
"We set out to date the very
youngest thing we could in order

to push the limits on this technique," said Paul R. Renne, first
author of the study. "This was
kind. of a ground
test."
The Vesuvius eruption suddenly buried Pompeii and some
other Roman cities, trapping people in their homes and workplaces. Pompeii has since become
one of the most celebrated archaeological digs in the world because it provides such a clear picture of how people lived in the
first century.
Ancient Roman historian Pliny

Rented cows help kids compete
TIMONIUM, Md. (AP) —
Sarah Sioka may seem like a typical teen, but don't look for her
hanging out at the mall after
school.
The Millersville, Md., girl is
more likely to be found grooming
the 1,100-pound steer she leases
from the U.S. Naval Academy
dairy farm and enters in competitions at state and county fairs.
"My boyfriend thinks it's kind
of weird," says Sarah, 16, smiling through braces. "He's like,
'You have a cow?' But I like it a

provide students with safe milk
barn and equipment.
Participants ages 8 to 18 are'after an outbreak of typhoid fever
required to spend at least four was traced to commercial
hours a week at the barn, groom- suppliers.
Academy leaders have asked
ing, feeding and cleaning. But
many go every day, doting on the permission from Congress to
cows as if they were the family 1-,close the farm, saying it costs
more to produce the milk than to
dog or cat.'
buy it from a commercial &airy.
"They're oversizefLpets," said
Emily, who at 5 feet, is shorter Congress has been reluctant to go
than her largest Holstein, along, and 4-H members and
others are fighting to keep it
"Coco."
Parents say the farm is a safe, open.
"It's a gold mine there and
tranquil place where children develop friendships, knowledge and they don't even realize it," said
goals. Emily is already consider- Lee Majeskie, professor of dairy
ing a career as a veterinarian or cattle management at the University of Maryland at College Park.
farm owner.
Gail Yeiser, Emily's mother
"It's an oasis, a world apart,"
and
a club volunteer, said few acsaid Martha Boynton of Annapolis, whose daughter, Margaret, is tivities could replace the farm
a member- of the Anne Arundel the cow-crazed girls.
"It's a nice blessing," Ms.
County 4-H Dairy Leasing Club.
But a cloud looms over the fu- Yeiser said. "If they want to go
ture of the academy's dairy farm, hang out somewhere, it's a farm,
which was established in 1911 to not a shopping mall."

She is one of about 25 kids
who pay $1 a month to rent cows,
bulls and calves from the
academy's 865-acre dairy farm in
Gambrills, Md. Statewide, a few
dozen private farmers also lease
animals to urban and suburban
children looking for a taste of
farm life.
Many of the borrowed bovines
rONSKIWASWAWHANIONWAVIIIMOMINOWAV46171//47
.497.2W/
ASIMWX//17/447/ .6074940000551%."
can be found this week at the
Maryland State Fair, parading in
front of a judge.
"You have to hold their head
up and walk them slowly and
(
)
WEEKLY
clockwise in the ring," said
Emily Yeiser, 12, of Arnold, who
leases four cows. "And washing
SPEEDEIALL
Begins at 6:30 p.m.
PROGRESSIVE
them up good is important, too."
00
Children, parents and 4-H lead- 0
0
Ata•t
r plaY
ers say the program is a unique —
500
$
staY Aos,
opportunity to learn about aniCOVERALL
mals, farms and, perhaps more
importantly, responsibility and
SPEELMIALL
dedication. The Naval Academy,
which began leasing its cows in
Every Tuesday Evening 7pm
1992, pays for the animals' food,.
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NightOwl

Cards starting
at $10.00

Flu season
approaching
Although the aches, pains,
coughs and sneezes haven't started
yet, it is time to start thinking about
the flu...preventing it, that is. Although anyone can get the flu,
certain populations are at risk. People who fall in one or more of the
categories should consider getting
immunized:

K of C Hall, Squire Road
-ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY --

Featunng raghtly specials at $I

per card

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

HOME
INSURANCE

Your- Home
Other Structures
Personal Property
Additional Living Expenses
Medical Payments
Comprehensive Personal Liability
Damage to Property of Others
Options to suit your needs
Ask about--Shelter's LIFE, CAR, FARM, BUSINESS
coverages too

Harold "Jack" Romaine
401 S. 12th St., Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed In KY & TN

INSURANCE

++

733-6749

Shelter Insurance Cos., Home Office: 1817 W. Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

Murray
305 N 121h Street
(502) 759-3301

Anytime.

Murray
Twin Lakes Office
Products
516 Main St
(502) 753-0123

Any questions?
Sure, it may look simple. But convincing our

0

bean counters to offer a great wireless deal

this straightforward wasn't easy, believe us.

SRI don't take our word for it: cut out all the other
wireless deals you find in this paper, then compare.
Read all the fine print and legal stipulations in the other
ads (if you need help. call your lawyer or accountant)
Pretty soon you'll realize that their deals aren't all they

BILLS
For $35 a month, you get 150 local minutes (over 2',2.
hours a month). Plus, there are no "on" and "off-peak"

BILLS

times to worry about, so you can actually use your
wireless phone, whenever.

BILLS

All that our lawyers ask from you is a one-year service

CONSOLIDATE

agreement with credit approval and service activation fee.
oh, and taxes, directory assistance, long distance and

$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $5501mo
1-800-228-9052

landline charges are additional. Duh.
Oh yeah Like all good things, thii offer wony.be
around forever, so call or stop by before 10 11 97

WIRELESS,

NATIONWIDE
N DING;

S

Westside
Veterinary
Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South

seem to be. and that ours is. A simply great deal.

S

Brought to you as a public service
by the veterinarians who care for
your animals at:

GTE Wireless Agent:

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

$

The peak of the flea season is
upon us and the/ are going to be
very plentiful until we have a
killing frost. Of course even after
cold weather.gets hergl)eas can
still thrive indoors.
There have been several new
products marketed in the last
couple of years that have greatly
improved flea control. The first
one to be introduced was Program, which is a monthly pill to
control fleas. Program controls
fleas by making them lay infertile
eggs, so they can't reproduce.
This is very important in flea
control since one female flea can
lay up to 50 eggs per day. Two
topical products were introduced
last year that are very effective at
killing adult fleas. They are Frontline Top Spot and Advantage.
Both are small doses of liquid
applied over the shoulders that
kill adult fleas for 1 month or
more. •
In our practice the most effective long term flea control has
been the flea pill (Program)once
monthly year round and either
Advantage or Top Spot during
the summer and fall to kill any
adults your pet may pick up
outside.

Any minutes.

•Children and teens 6 months to
18 years who are on long-term
aspirin treatment
•Women who will be more than 3
months pregnant during the flu
season
Additionally, anyone in contact
with any one of the above persons
should consider getting the vaccine
in order to prevent infecting othe,s.

Hot" 7am apm
Loam Shown
Based on 11 99,6 20 w
Tram
12 30% APR
ORE LC 001220973
(AD058)

Dr. Bob Salley

We'll always be there for you.

$35 for 150 minutes.

-People with immune suppression due to HIV infection, cancer
treatment, long term steroid use or
other disease

Homeowners Only

PET
TALK
by

We can provide information and coverage for your

SHELTER

potassium-40 to argon-39, an isotope that does not naturally occur. The researchers then measured the ratio of argon-40 to
argon-39. Penne said this improves the dating technique because it eliminates errors caused
by contamination.
The new technique may make
it possible to age-date ,samples as
young as 1,000 years, something
that has not been possible before,
said Penne.

GTE Wireless Center:

•All people 65 or older
•Residents of long term care
facilities housing persons wits.
chronic medical conditions.
•Any child or adult (including
pregnant women) who have a long
term problem with heart, lung, or
kidney dicenSe, anemia, asthma or
metabolic disease such as diabetes
and in the past yeor had to see a
doctor or were hospitalized

-

With the undisputed accuracy
of this date as a target, Renne
said his team used the
radioactive-argon datirrg technique on volcanic rock from
Pompeii.
Renne said the result of 1,925
years has a scientific error range
of plus or minus 94 years.
"We nailed the date to 5 percent on our first attempt, so we
could probably get the error
down to 1 percent or less," he
said.
"This is a very imprespive acsomplishment," said G. Brent
Dalrymple, dean of oceanography
and an age-dating expert at Oregon State University in Corvalis.
"They've pushed the dating technique back younger and to more
accuracy than before."
Dalrymple said the radioactiveargon dating system is already
accepted by most scientists as
one of the most nearly accurate

now in use and the new work
hasn't changed that view.
The chemical dating system is
known as argon-argon dating because it works by measuring the
ratio of two isotopes of argon. It
is a refinement of the potassiumargon technique.
Both systems are based on the
fact that chemical isotopes'decay
over time at a known rate.
Potassium-40, for instance, decays to argon-40. By measuring
the ratio of the isotopes, it is possible to establish how long ago
the sample was melted.
Berkeley scientists improved.
the potassium-argon technique by
flooding the sample with neutrons. This converts the

Plays '1 -1
Games

or $2 for three Special carry over 7 +
popcorn served

Refreshments candy and FREE

the Younger wrote about the eruption, saying
it occurred in the afternoon of
what in modern calendars would
be Aug. 24, A.D. 79, or 1,918
years ago.
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McGee helps Cards win 140 rematch
By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Willie McGee ended the 1-70 r,match the same way he started it
— with a game-winning hit.
McGee's infield single enabled
Royce Clayton to hustle home
with the go-ahead run as St.
Louis scored five times in the
seventh inning and beat Kansas
City 5-4 Sunday in the rubber
game between 1985 World Series
rivals.
McGee, the only man in the
.game who played in that seven-

game classic won by the Royals,
also starred Friday night when his
bases-loaded triple beat Kansas
City 9-7. Both of McGee's key
hits this weekend came against
Gregg Olson (1-2).
"It was just a lot of hustle out
there," St. Louis manager Tony
La Russa said. "4t was a lot of
fun."
The lively three-game series
drew 108,882 fans, including
33,585 on Sunday. Boosted by a
large, vocal contingent of St.
Louis fans, it was the biggest
three-day total of the year for the
Royals, who have been averaging

only about 20,000 this season.
"It was just a matter of everything going in the same direction
they've been going for us, having
a lead, giving it up and slightly
failing to come back," Royals
manager Tony Muser said.
The Royals were leading 3-0 in
the eighth when Mike Difelice hit
an RBI single off Glendon Rusch.
After Scarborough Green singled,
Olson relieved and gave up an
RBI single to Royce Clayton.
A misplay by shortstop Shane
Halter on David Bell's grounder
allowed another run to score.
Clayton wound up at second, then

came all the way home ' after
McGee hit an infield chopper
wide of first.
Olson fielded the ball on his
knees, but with nobody covering
first, he heaved the ball to third
base
Clayton just kept running and
beat the throw to the plate. Gary
Gaetti then made it 5-3 with an
RBI single.
"The ri,ght word would be
'panic,;' said Muser. "Olson
was using every molecule of his
ability to get to that ball because
it was a swinging bunt and it
couldn't have been placed any

better than it was."
"I saw Clayton," Olson said.
"I thought he was going to head
back to third and we'd get him. I
made a poor throw."
Clayton slipped just briefly and
figured that's when Olson made
his decision.
"You're just running hard and
trying to get around the bag," he
said. "And when he threw behind
me, I knew I could make it home.
If he would have gone home,
then I .would have been in a
pickle."
Donovan Osborne (3-6) went
six innings, giving up three runs.

NFL Football

Tigers drop
two;Lakers
win 2-1 at
Henderson

George runs for
216 as Oilers win
Tennessee debut
Big point totals
rule opening day
By The Associated Press
By George — Eddie, that is —
the Tennessee Oilers' first game
was a rousing success on the
field, if not in the stands.
In the wildest game of a
wacky, high-scoring opening day
in the NFL, the Oilers got 216
yards rushing from Eddie George.
But they needed a vintage drive
led by Steve McNair capped by a
33-yard field goal by Al Del
Greco to beart)akland 24-21 in
overtime in the first NFLsegularseason game played in
Tennessee.
In three games in which both
coaches were making their debuts, Bobby Ross, Dick Vermeil
and Pete Carroll came away winners over Dan Reeves, Mike
Ditka and Kevin Gilbride,
respectively.
Only 30,171 fans showed up at
the 62,000-seat Liberty Bowl in
Memphis, and many of them
wore Raiders black and cheered
for Oakland. But a few Oilers
who came out for a curtain call
after the game found an appreciative audience.
Del Greco's field goal with
8:03 left in overtime ended the
game after a 60-yard drive in
which McNair completed passes
of 21 and 10 yards and scrambled
for 11 more.

including two home runs. Dennis
Eckersley pitched the ninth for
his 32nd save.
Dean Palmer hit 19th home run
leading off the second. With two
outs, Yamil Benitez hit a towering shot 422-feet into the rightfield water display.
In the sixth, Palmer made it
3-0 with a sacrifice fly.
The Royals made it 5-4 in the
eighth when pinch-runner Jay
Bell scored on a single by Jeff
King. Second baseman Delino
DeShields made a sensational
play behind the bag to prevent
the tying run from scoring.

George, last season's offensive
rookie of the year, had 216 yards
rushing in 35 carries, the secondhighest total on opening day in
NFL history behind O.J. Simpson's 250 yards for Buffalo in
1973.
George appeared to have given
the Oilers a victory when he burst
29 yards on a third-and-5 play
with 2:04 left, then bulled in for
a 2-point conversion for a 21-14
lead.
But QB Jeff George took Oakland downfield and tied the game
with a 16-yard scoring pass to
Tim Brown, who caught eight
passes for 158 yards and three
TDs. Jeff George was 21-for-37
for 298 yards.
In other games, it was Cincinnati 24, Arizona 21; Detroit 28,
Atlanta 17; Dallas 37, Pittsburgh
7; Miami 16, Indianapolis 10;
Minnesota 34, Buffalo 13; St.
Louis 38, New Orleans 24; New
York Giants 31, Philadelphia 17;
New England 41, San Diego 7;
Jacksonville 28, Baltimore 27;
Denver 19, Kansas 3; New York
Jets 41, Seattle 3; and Tampa
Bay 13, San Francisco 6
In a night game, Washington
was at Carolina.
Even the Oilers, who moved
from Houston this year, seemed'
confused about where they were.
Coach Jeff Fisher emerged afFile photo
ter the game to announce he was
Troy Alkman (right) threw four touchdown passes Sunday as Dallas handed Pittsburgh a 37-7 home loss on
the opening day of the NFL season.
Ir'See Page 9

Tim Couch

41111

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Tim Couch
finally got to show what he could do with
the football.
Kentucky's sophomore quarterback set
school records with 36 completions for
398 yards, including four touchdown passes, to lead the Wildcats to a 38-24 victory over Louisville on Saturday.
"The guys around me are so good that
those things are just going to cbme,"
Couch said of his record-breaking performance before 59,186 fans in Commonwealth Stadium.
Couch, the national high school player
of the year in 1995, attempted 50 passes
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray's boys dropped a pair
of soccer games this weekend,
falling to Lexington CatholiC
Sunday at Cutchin Field, one day
after losing 1-0 at Madisonville.
"Our goal drought is continuing," Miiihray _coach James
Weatherly' said. "les frustrating,
but we're going to keep working
hard. We haven't given up, and I
think something good will happen soon."
The Tigers were outshot 13-8
by Madisonville and 21-8 by
Lexington Catholic.
"We have to get more shots,"
Weatherly said. "You do well if
you convert 1-of-5 shots, so when
you only get seven or eight shots,
you can see that we need to get
more shot opportunities and get
the ball down into the penalty
area more."
• Murray's junior varsity team
lost 2-0 to Madisonville
Saturday. ,
Murray (1-43 hosts Reidland
Tuesday at Cutchin Field. The
-varsity game begins at 5:30 with
a junior varsity contest to follow.
Calloway 2, Henderson 1, OT
HENDERSON — Calloway's
boys made quick work of Henderson in the sudden-death overtime period, scoring in the first
30 seconds to take a 2-1 win'
Saturday.
Adam Hicks scored with an as• See Page 9
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and had just one intercepted as the Wildcats snapped a two-game losing streak to
their intrastate rival and gave Hal Mumme
a victory in his first game as coach of the
Southeastern Conference team. Kentucky
leads the series 8-2.
Last season, in Kentucky's option offense, Couch completed just 32 of 84 passes for 276 yards and one touchdown in
seven games. He did that and much more
by picking apart Louisville's defense with
short passes.
"I thought he was superb for thefirst
game," Mumme said. "It was the best
first game for a quarterback that I've ever
had. He's _ a delight to coach, and 1
thought he had an outstanding day."

Couch's biggest TD pass came after
Louisville's Chris Redman completed a
17-yard scoring strike to Ibn Green to
slice Kentucky's lead to 21-17 with 5:11
remaining in the third period.
On the first down of Kentucky's ensuing possession, Couch hit Kio Sanford on
a short pass to the 'right flat. Sanford
slipped between two defenders and raced
80 yards for a 28-17 lead with 4:52 to go.
"The blocking was there," Sanford
said. "I didn't have to do anything but
run to the goal line."
Couch also completed first-half scoring
passes of 16 yards to Lance Mickelsen
and Jimmy Robinson and 23 yards to Anthony White in just missing the school's

record of five in a game. The Wildcats
finished with 519 total yards.
"I think they're a good football team,
especially that offense," Louisville coach
Ron Cooper said of Kentucky.
Redman, the prep player of the year in
1994, was 17-of-28 for 204 yards and two
touchdowns and was intercepted twice.
Louisville had 291 total yards.
Kentucky tied a school record with 21
points in the first quarter in taking control
of the game.
,
"I think it was very important to get
out of the gate early," Couch said. "We
came out on fire and'it grew from there."

By Dlk BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
DARLINGTON, S.C. (AP) —
Jeff Gordon's next trip will be to
the bank, to deposit the Winston
Million he won while earning a
spot in the record book with a
thrilling victory Sunday in the
Southern 500.
The 26-year-old became just
the second driver to win- the
prize, and the first to take NASCAR's oldest race three years in
a row. His two-car-length victory
Over Jeff Burton at Darlington

Raceway also gave him a leg up
on another $1.5 million — the
season-ending payoff to the Winston Cup champion.
Gordon battled adversity for
much of the •race and traded
bumps with Burton at the he;inning of the final lap.
"I can't believe it. ... can't
believe it," Gordon said as fake
money rained down on him in the
winner's circle. "I don't think we
should've won that race today."
He probably would not have
had it not been for the effort of
crew chief Ray Evernham and the

Rainbow Warriors team that
worked feverishly to get the car
right after Gordon scraped the
wall more than once. On a pit
stop under Caution with 117 of
the 367 laps remaining, Gordon
was in three times for chassis adjustments to his Chevrolet.
But Burton, and third-place finisher Dale Jarrett, also had problems with their Fords.
When a caution flew for light
rain, Jarrett was passed by both
when he made a late decision to
- -II See Page 9
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Sports
BRIEFS
MSU volleyball wins Air Force tourney
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. — The Murray State volleyball team opened
the 1997 season by winning the championship of the Air Force Academy tournament this weekend.
MSU emerged from the tournament with an unblemished 3-0 record for the
title, defeating both Northwestern State and Air Force Saturday after beating
Alabama Friday.
Murray downed Northwestern 15-5, 15-3, 15-12, then survived a tough fivegame match with Air Force. MSU won the first two games with Air Force
15-12, 15-11, then dropped the next two 7-15, 8-15 before winning the final
game 16-14 to claim the tournament championship.
On Friday, .the Racers defeated Alabama 15-13, 16-14, 15-7.
MSU's Kristi Ho?finan and Krista Shumard were both named to the alltournament team. Shumard had 21 kills against Air Force.

III Gordon...
FROM PAGE 8
enter the pits. On a pit stop with
30 laps to go, lugs fell off a
wheel being put on Burton's car,
costing him four positions.
"We weren't that good," Gordon admitted. "For the final 30
laps, I got everything out of it I
possibly, could."
It was tikrely enough.
"He cut me down," Burton
said of the covet he'initiated by
first touching Gordon as they
streaked past the white flag to
start the final lap. "Gordon was
racing for a million dollars. You
can't blame the guy.
"But we were here to win,
too."
Gordon was followed on his
victory lap by an armored truck,
which he also beat to the pits.
Then the celebration began, and
he heaped praise on Evernham,

who has coached him to
greatness.
"He just kept saying,'You can
do it ... you can do it,' just like
he always does," Gordon said of
Evernham.
What he did was win perhaps
the most electrifying of the 48
Southern 500s — the oldest
NASCAR race.
A year ago, he beat an unlucky
Jarrett,'who had positioned himself for The bonus from Winston
Cup Series sponsor R.J. Reynolds
by winning two of three designated majors. Only Bill Elliou —
who dominated the first half of
this race before finishing fourth
in his Ford — had won the big
prize, in 1985.
Jarrett beat Gordon six months
- ago in the TranSouth 400, denying him the opportunity to become the first driver to beat
"The Lady in Black" four times
running.
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467 11
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Sunday's Games
Late Games Not Included
Florida 8, Toronto 3
Detroit 2. Philadelphia 1
Cleveland 9, Chicago Cubs 5
N.Y. Yankees 3, Montreal 2
N.Y. Meta 4, Baltimore 1
Mhvauluie 3, Pittsburgh 2
Chicago White Sox 3; Houston 1
Mimosas 8, Cincinnati 6
St Lords 5, Kansas City 4
Colorado 10, Oakland 4
Seattle 3, Los Angeles 1; 10 innings
San Diego 5, Texas 3 .
Anaheim 7, San Francisco 4
Atlanta at Boston.
Monday's Games
;UI (Remit,Kansas City (Appier 7-11)
ger 6-6). 1205 am.
N.Y. Yankees (. irebu 4-2)
hia(Schilling 13-10), 1205 p.m.
Cleveland (Ogee 53)at Pi
idie 9-13),
12-35 Om
Boston (Henry 5-2) at Montreal (Valdes 4-3),
12.35 p.m
Toronto (Hentgen 14-8) at N.Y. Mets (winghausen 1-0), 12:40 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Drabek 10-9) at St. Louts
(Morris 9-8), 115 pm

(n)
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L
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tAnnesota (Robertson 8-11) at Chicago Cubs
(Trachsel 6-10), 120 p.m,
Mlivaukee (Adamson 4-2) at Houston (Holt 8-9),
1.35 p.m.
Baltimore (Erickson 15-5) at Florida (Saunders
3-5), 325 p.m.
San Francisco (Rueter 9-6) at Oakland (Lorraine
2-0), 4:35 p.m.
Detroit (Moshier 8-10) at Atlanta (Maddox 173),
6:40 p.m.
San Diego (Hamilton 10-4) at Seattle (Fuser°
13-8), 705 am.
Colorado (Thomson 6-8) at Anaheim (Watson
11-8), 905 p.m.
Only games scheduled
Tueedsy's Games
N.Y. Yankees at Philadelphia. 605 p.m.
Baltimore at Florida, 6:05 p.m.
Cleveland at Pittsburgh. 605 p.m
Boston at Montreal. 6:35 p.m.
Kansas City at Cincinnati, 6:35 p.m
Toronto at N.Y. Meta, 6:40 p.m
Detroit at Atlanta, 6:40 p.m
lannescita at Chicago Cubs, 7:05 om
Chicago White Son at St. Louis, 716 p.m.
lahvaukee at Houston. 7:06 p.m
Los Angeles at Texas. 7:35 p.m.
Colorado at Anaheim. 9:05 am.

Sunday's Games
Late game not included
Cincinnati 24. Arizona 21
Detroit 28. Atlanta 17
Dallas 37, Pittsburgh 7
Mani 16, Indianapolis 10
lannesola 34, Buffalo 13
St. Louis 38, New Oneano- 24
Tennessee 24, Oakland 21, OT
New York Giants 31, Phikidelphia 17
New England 41, San DINO 7
Jacksonville 28, Baltimore 27
Deriver 19, Kansas 3
New Your Jets 41. Seattle 3
Tampa Bay 13, San Francisco 6
Washington at Carolina, (n)
Monday's Game
Chicago at Green Bay, 8 om.
Sunday, Sept. 7
Buffalo at New York Jets, 12 p.m.
Caroina at Atlanta. 12 p.m.
Cincinnati at Baltimore. 12 pm
Tennessee at Mani, 12 pm.
lAnnesota at Chicago, 12 p.m.
New England at Indanapols, 12 p.m.
San Diego at Now Orleans. 12 p.m.
San Francisco at St. Louis, 12 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Detroit, 12 pm.
Washington at Pittsburgh, 12 p.m.
Denver at Sean, 3 p.m.
Green Bay at Philadelphia. 3 pm.
Nevi York Giants at Jackaornile, 3 p m.
Danes at Arizona, 7 pm
Monday, Sept. $
Kansas City at Oakland. 8 pm

year absence in the broadcast
booth, and Vermeil, 60, coached
for the first time in 14 years.
Patriots 41, Chargers 7
Drew Bledsoe ran Carroll's offense with precision, throwing
touchdown passes to four receivers in the first half and leading
New England to an easy victory
over Gilbride and visiting San

Lions 28, Falcons 17
Defense got the Ross era off to
a winning start at the Silverdome
as Stephen Boyd returned a
fumble for a touchdown and set
up the.winning score with an in-terception, spoiling Reeves' debut with Atlanta.
Linebacker Reggie Brown returned an interception 38 yards
for an insurance touchdown with
3:57 remaining. It was the Lions'
third interception of Chris
Chandler.

sist from Matt Yezerski as Calloway (3-1) rebounded from last
week's loss to Marshall County.
"We were hoping to turn a negative loss (to Marshall) into a
positive, and we came out and
jumped on Henderson early,"
Calloway coach Andy Pagel.
"They scored with about three
minutes left in the game and we
could have folded, but in overtime Adam-and Matt pretty much
willed the ball into the net, and it
was a textbook play. Ben Binford
was also a key on the winning
goal."
Alan Forrester scored Calloway's first goal eight minutes
into the game, heading in a corner kick by Yezerski.
Calloway won despite being
outshot 12-8.
"It was a roller-coaster game,
but it was a team win because we
played mostly everyone," Pagel
said. "There was a feeling of the
team coming together in
overtime."
• Calloway's JV team lost 2-1
Saturday. Daniel Dunn scored the
Lakers' only goal.
Calloway hosts Owensboro
Catholic Tuesday with the JV
game beginning at 5:30 and the
varsity to follow at approximately
7.
• Murray's girls played at Paducah Tilghman Saturday, but results were unavailable.
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a 10-yard burst early in the final
period, and Jason Elam kicked
four field goals for host Denver.
John Elway, shrugging off the
ruptured biceps' tendon he suffered on Aug. 4 and a hand injury
just before the half, completed 17
of 28 passes for 246 yards as the
Broncos opened the season gaining 378 yards.

Bucs 13, 49ers 6
Steve Young, and Jerry Rice
left with injuries, leaving San
Francisco without its two biggest
weapons for most of the game at
Tampa Bay.
Trent Dilfer threw a 1-yard
touchdown pass to Dave Moore,
and Michael Husted kicked field
goals of 40.and 34 yards to give
the Bucs the victory in Steve
Mariucci's debut for the 49ers.
Young returned in the third

FROM PAGE 8
Louisville, trailing 21-3 at the
half, battled back in the third
quarter. Arnold Jackson returned
a punt 70 yards to the Kentucky
18, and a face-mask penalty on
the play put the ball on the 9. It
took Otis Floyd three running
plays to score, the final carry on
a 1-yard run around right end.
Louisville scored on its next
possession, Redman's 17-yard
pass to Green, to trim the margin
to four points.
But Couch and Sanford teamed
up on the 80-yard scoring play
that jolted Louisville's comeback.
"He made a great play when

Jets 41, Seahaviks 3 °
Neil O'Donnell, a bust with the
Jets a year ago when they had
only one victory, passed for a
career-high five touchdowns as
New York rolled over Seattle's
rebuilt defense.
O'Donnell was 18-for-25 rev
270 yards with no interceptions.
Adrian Murrell rushed for 131
yards on 24 carries.

we needed a great play,"
Mumme said of Sanford's reception. "They had kind of seized
the momentum."
Brian Johnson kicked a
29-yard field goal with 12:09 left
in the game for a 31-17 lead.
Redman connected on a 5-yard
TD pass to Green on a fourthand-5 with 10:20 left. Kentucky,
though, came back with an eightplay, 76-yard drive on its next
possession, with White scoring
from 7 yards out with 6:58 left.
"Anytime you lose you get
discouraged, but we'll get things
together and bounce right back,"
Redman said.
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quarter after taking a knee to the
head, and Rice injured his left
knee on a reverse in the second
quarter.
Jaguars 28, Ravens 27
A gimpy Rob Johnson, playing
in place of injured Mark Brunel',
threw a 28-yard touchdown pass
to Jimmy Smith with 5:47 left,
lifting Jacksonville at Baltimore.
Making his first NFL start,
Johnson overcame a badly
sprained left ankle and a 27-21
deficit, completing 20 of 24 passes for 294 yards and two
touchdowns.
- Johnson outplayed Pro Bowl
quarterback Vinny Testaverde,
who threw three touchdown passes _for Baltimore, but also was
intercepted three times.
Broncos 19, Chiefs 3
Terrell Davis ran for 101 yards
and the game's only touchdown,

•Couch...
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126th NFL start, gave Kordell
Stewart, making his first, a lesson
in the art of big-play quarterbacking at Pittsburgh.
Aikman threw four touchdown
passes for only the third time in
his career — two to Michael Irvin, who caught seven passes for
153 yards.
Aikman finished 19 of 30 for
295 yards and no interceptions in
his most proficient game since he
threw for four touchdowns
against the Bills in the January
1993 Super Bowl.
Rams 38, Saints 24
Lawrence Phillips ran for a
career-best 125 yards and three
touchdowns, one short of his
rookie-year total, and host St.
Louis lorced five turnovers to
spoil Ditica's return and make
Vermeil's a success.
Phillips, limited to two carries
for 3 yards by a sore left knee in
the preseason finale, had 26 attempts Sunday, and he scored on
runs of 1, 25 and 5 yards.
"I think the whole team
wanted to come out and perform
for coach Vermeil," Phillips
said. "Everything started
clicking."
Ditka, 57, returned after a four-

Diego.
In the first half, the Patriots
scored on five of six possessions,
while the defense recovered two
fumbles, forced four punts, sacked Stan Humphries three times
and allowed no points. Humphries left with a dislocated
throwing shoulder in the fourth
quarter.
_
Bledsoe completed 26 of 39
passes for 340 yards.
Carroll "comes in, he's got a
big smile on his face," Bledsoe
said. "He makes you feel excited
about taking the field. He makes
you feel you can have some
fun."

•Tigers...
Pct. GB
.622
.593 4
.541 11
.496 17
.379 32'04

11=1"

* American-Made

FROM PAGE 8
going to award a game ball to
Tennessee Gov. DonoSundquist.
"This is from the Hou — er
Tennessee — Oilers' organization," he stammered.
Then, laughing, he added: "I
was hoping it was going to go
better than this. ... There was
some mention this week of a
neutral field," Fisher said. "This
isn't a neutral field — this is our
home."
Cowboys 37, Steelers 7
Troy Aikman, making his

753-8355

901 Sycamore.

MAJOR LEAGUES
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1997

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

Dr. Dennis . Heskett,
This entire examinahon Is FREE. It you want nere care
and treatment, we do all me paperwerk

TO PAY, CANCEL
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HASA RIGHT TO REFUSE
OF AND WITITN 72 HOOPS
PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSEDFOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE S. E XAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFOAMED AS AV SULT
OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FRE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

CALL or you FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

759-1116

CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU

10
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The Murray Independent Board of Education will hold a public hearing in the Board
Office, 208 South Thirteenth Street, Murray, Kentucky on,September 2, 1997,at 5:30
p.m. to hear public comments regarding a
p7oposed general fund tax levy of 35.7 cents
on real estate, 36.8 cents on tangible personal property, and 54.4 cents on motor
vehicles.

Notice

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

CANCER
INSURANCE

Deli help neeiled
experience preferred
hut not necessary.
kppit in person

EXPERIENCED waitress
needed Apply at Pam's,
410 Main No phone calls
please

0en% Food
N1arket
1407 W. Main

FULL time position
Wanted for Lube
Technicran/ Service Consultant Apply in person at
Purdom Motors Inc. Murray, KY 502 753 2787

The general fund tax levied in fiscal year
1996-97 was 34.5 cents on real estate, 36.7
-cents on tangible personal property, and
54.4 cents on motor vehicles and produced
revenue of $1,216,968. The proposed general fund tax gites of 35.7 cents on real
estate, 36.8 cents on tangible personal
property, and 54.4 cents on motor vehicles is
expected to produce $1,260,618 for 1997-98.
Of this amount $145,667 is from new and
personal property. The compensating tax
rate for 1997-98 is 34.3 cents on real estate
and 36.7 cents on tangible personal property
and is expected to produce $991,090.
The general area to which revenues in
excess of 1996-97 revenue is to be allocated
as follows: instruction $43,650.
The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and the information contained herein.

WANTED
Standing Timber
Paying Top Prices

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree

local

clam serv,ce*

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or Just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers, give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya ind/sis/rep
BETTY'S Bridal Cottage
Wedding gowns, Brides
maids & Special °cession
dresses Located 1 mile
northeast of Puryear
Watch for signs beside the
Big Apple Cafe Call
901-247-3959

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Ufehouse 753-0700

Dover, TN

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat. 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
- Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

Furniture? Bedding?
- Where do I go to
find the Biggest
Selection in Quality
Furniture & Bedding. At the Best
Possible Prices?
With Free Delivery
& Setup. Where??

Wiggins
Furniture

2 mile N of Murray on 641 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
, Open 9-5 Mon- Fri
Sat. 9 - 3 • 502-753-4566
With 12 -24 or 36 mo financing

11,1•111••••

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued al the lowest available
premIUM.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a -call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

CAR haulers wanted Excellent pay/ benefits Call
615-758-5539, Corky
423-577-2969, Tammy
Mon-Fri ham-4:30pm.
CASTING- Movie Extras,
Production Trainees - Film
Studio 502-329-0347
COMPUTER users
needed Work own hrs
$20K to $50 Kthr
1-800-348-7186 x 486
COORDINATOR of Social
Services. Qualifications:
Licensed Social Worker in
the State of Kentucky with
at least one years' experience working with persons
with mental retardation
Please apply in person at
Outwood, Highway 109,
Dawson Springs, KY,
502-797-3771. EOE

COVER LETTER PROBLEMS? This educator will
organize it for you in under
an hour, $15.00. $28.00
write/type 767-9195
.DAYTIME help needed
7am-7pm
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
DOES your child suffer Cafeteria 753-2334
from ADD/ ADHD? Are you
looking for an alternative to EXPERIENCED night cook
wanted Ann's Country
the drug RETALIN? For
Kitchen, Hazel, KY Apply
free cassette call
in person.
888-881-8577

Mathis Bros. Lumber
Telephone Day 615-232-8466
Nights 8( Weekends 615-232-6872
or 615-232-7879

BRIGHT'S of Murray is now
accepting applications for
full time cashier/ sales person Prior experience required Apply in person,
110 S. 5th St

PEACHES Tree ripened &
table ready' The Dale Bremer Orchard of Metropolis
plan to continue bringing
their peaches to Murray,
selling near the Wal-Mart
Supercenter on 641 North
We plan to deliver on Saturday August 30th & each
Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday thereafter -01 midSeptember,(Sunday afternoons are always a possibility). The ELBERTA
season is nearly finished
SWEET SUE, very sweet,
and ENCORE, very flavorful, our last peach of the
season is now available
ENCORE will finish approx
September 15th For special orders, call the orchard
1-618-524-5783
050
Lost
Arid Found
FOUND Young adult fe
male, tan & black Tabby
Cat, 17, miles from town on
94W 753-2177 pm
FREE to good home Male
black Lab puppy, about
&nos old Very sweet &
smart Will make a very
companion
good
753-5778
LOST female tabby kitten
tan & black with purple flea
collar Lost in Mathis Farm
Subdivision near Coles
Rd
Campground
767-9631

ASSISTANT compute
store manager needed Duties will include phones.
sales checking computers
in and out for service, invo
icing and related paper
work Contact Gale Hawk
ins or Eric Carlson at Hawk
ins Research 1304 Chest
nut St, Murray, KY or call
8am 6pm Mon-Fri and
9am 2pm Sat at 753-7001
AVON- Are your bills
mounting? Need help? Be
come an Avon Representa
tNe & earn the extra cash
you need to help you get
ahead 1 800 SELL AVON
or (502)767-0779 Ind sls
rep

GENERAL contractor is
seeking experienced carpenters as well as laborers
for a commercial porject in
West Tennessee Wages
governed by TN Prevailing
Wage Scale Send work
history & qualifications to:
"Carpenters", PO Box
1802, Murray, KY 42071.
Include contact into with
correspondence.

Well
established
Auto
Dealership
looking for Men
and Women Sales
Consultants. You
would be responsible for generating
new
customers,
selling with consultative approaches,
and follow-up with
past customers. Retail sales experience
a .plus but not required. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040T,
Murray, KY
42071

Hardworking, self starting individual with commercial construction background needed to as"sist
project Superindendent on 850,000 sq. ft. addition
to existing Murray facility. Must be willing, to
work flexible hours. Please send fax or resume &
contact number to:

Rick Heindselman/Kevin Kayler
Choate Construction Company
1640 Powers Ferry Road
Building II, Suite 300
CH()ATE
Georgia 30067
Marietta,
-('ONs
t' IiiNFAX: 770-644-2174
In response to existing and anticipated
employment opportunities, applications are
now being accepted for production operator
positions for our Mattel/Murray facility on
the following shifts: 4:30 p.m.-3:00 a.m.,
Tues-Fri(10 hour shift), 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.,
Sat, Sun, Mon (11.5 hour shift), 6:00 p.m.6:00 a.m., Sat, Sun, Mon (11.5 hour shift),
Noon to Midnight,2-3-2 Schedule (11.5 hour
shift), Midnight to Noon 2-3-2 Schedule
(11.5 hour shift). Starting pay rate is $6.39/
hour with a top rate of $9.11/hour afte4
months. Individuals would be full ben7rits
eligible after a 90 day probationary period. If
you've got what it takes to work with the
world's best toymakers, please contact:

Murray Employment Agency
201 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-2150

WestView
uP6

,F
.0,

NURSING ASSISTANT
West View Nursing Home is a supenor rated 174
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated wits
Murray-Calloway County Hospital The nursing
assistant is responsible for providing quality resident care Nurse aid certification preferred but not
required Pay commensurate with experience Certified nlirsing assistant training program available
West View offers excellent benefits including
health and life insurance and paid vacation and sick
days
Fullatime positions are available on all- shifts
Please obtain an application in the business office
or contact Gwen Pruitt, Staff Development Cooed'
nator at 767-3665
502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY

Happy Birthday
For Sale or Lease 4/0
370 Convnernal Property for Sale 480 .
Pets & Supplies 485.....
380
Livestock & Supplies 490
390

KENTUCKY 42071

Motorcycles

365

Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles

400

Yard Sale

495

Used Cars
Vans

410

Public Sale

500

Used Trucks

428..

Home Loans

510

Campers

430

Real Estate

520.

Boats & Motors

435

Lake Property
his For Sale

530............_

Services Offered

460
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Homes For Sale
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Free _Column
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Advertisers are requested
to check the first Insertion
of thek ads for any error.
MwrayLedsw& Times will
be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported Immediately so corrections
con be mod*.

HOUSE CL E
perienced
service Re
Med Call
free estimah
or leave me
IMMEDIATE
care openin
Call now to
spot 753-31

OFFICE HOURSz
Mon-Frt. 730 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

WILL do hou
baby sitting
Betty 474-21

Deadlines are 2 days
'
hi advance,

Wanted

570

Bus
OPIx

HOME Bas.
Great oppor
full time 7,
400

060
Help
Wanted

PRODUCE CLERK/
MANAGER
Experience preferred
but not necessary
Send resume to.
P.O. Box 1040 Z
Murray, Ky. 42071
INTEGRATED Computer
Solutions, Inc is seeking
qualified applicants for a
Novell Network Technician.
Primary responsibilities include providing end-user
technical support on all
,types of computer products, and providing hardware and networking configurations. Must have thorough understanding of the
personal computer industry, and offer a high degree
of customer satisfaction A
working knowledge of
Novell 312,41, or 411 a
must Qualifications should
include a minimum of
2-year prior related experience_ Must be able to provida strong customer service and function in an unstructured environment.
Should have excellent organizational, planning, and
problem solving skills .
Please send resume to Integrated Computer Solu-

Help
Wanted

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

THE Spouse Abuse Genie
needs volunteers to help
with centers programs
Now is the time to apply for
our upcoming training
seminar Classes will cover
all areas of the centers
functions Many Jobs to
choose from Deadline to
turn in applications is September 15th and may be
obtained by calling Anita at
443-6001 Child care provided if we have advanced
notice

NOW hiring full & part-time
cooks at The New Seafood
Express Apply in person
between 2 4pm at the
Olympic Plaza

WENDY'S now hiring night
time closers and day time
sandwich makers. Must be
able to work weekends
Speak ti5 manager when
you apply
070
Domestic
& Childcare
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lon
474-8340

WANTED F
that need w.

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
constistency ad in classifieds every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195
Call

753-1916 For

Details

Opening For City

Newspaper
Carriers
Please apply at

Wierray Ledger & Times

GRA ARENTS'

Sept.
7th

Junci
Fan

Show off your grandchildren by inserting
their photo in the Murray Ledger & Times,
Saturday, September 6, 1997.
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Kristin Michelle Boggess
Lee Ann Orr
Maly's
Velda Alton
H.
John
late
the
&
Nellie Malys
Della Boggess
-.Hilda & Joe Miller
Mickey & Carita Boggess
& the late Milford Orr '

(Actual photo size will be 2x21 /4)
Send photo, names of grandparents,name ofchild,(maximum

of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for return of original photo
and payment to:

Auto B

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Cc

Bring in by September 3 (12 Noon) to be
published September 6th.

.

-COUPON

•

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in yOur paper.(Photo

enclosed)
Name of Child

301
Murrai,,

' r

THE Courier Journal is
looking for a self motivated
individual in the Calloway
Co area to delver one of
our Sunday only motor
routes Must have reliable
transportation & cash bond
If interested
call
David
pleaseHus
1 800 866 2211

WENDY S a hiring Asst
Managers w/great benefits
Bring application w
resume ask to speak to
Valerie Of Melissa

CASH paid I
rifles, shotg
tols Bens
Goods 5'
Murray

We Have An Immediate

RESPONSIBLE person
wanted to babysit in my
home If interested call
492-8553
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has a sales position available Job description covers misc office duties,
clerical work, data entry &
customer follow-up Call
759 1600 after 2pm

ANTIQUEStales Call
492-8646 or

TRANSPORTATION
wanted 474-8095

tions, Inc., P.O.Box 1022,
Murray, KY 42071.
MURRAY Middle School
Position - Position Available: Director, MMS Kids'
Company. Hours •
3'00-6 .00 M-F during
school year Eight hour day
during the summer program Qualifications 1.Must
be 21 years of age 2.Must
have a high school diploma
or GED 3.Must meet one of
the following criteria Master's degree in Early Childhood Education. Bachelor's degree in Earty Childhood Education, Associate
degree in Early Childhood
Education, Child Development Associate(CDA) plus
one year of verifiable paid
experience working with
children, Diploma in Child
Development Services
from Kentucky Tech, Three
years of verifiable full-time
paid experience working directly with children in a
school-based program,
early childhood development program (Head Start),
or licensed OfCVified child
day care 4 Works well with
children and adults 5 Possesses excellent organizational skills 6 Patient and
has a sense of humor Responsibilities Hire staff
Monitor and meet all Type I
Day Care requirement. Determine policies, rules, and
procedures Manage the
budget and keep all records Assist in program
development and management. Must become certified in CPR and first aid
Monitor and order supplies
(food and materials) Provide a monthly expense/
income statement to the
Board of Education. Where
to Apply- Murray Board of
Education. Deadline September 5, 1997

ANTIQUES I
collections
or night

Name of Grandparents

.

-

Enclosed is $7.00 1st picture, $5.00 each additional picture

and stamped,self-addressed envelope for return of picture.
.
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070
•

150
Artlelis
For Sake

CERTIFIED in home day
care opening September
2nd Ages birth to r:.- hool
age Preschool loving en
vironment Provider with
trainig and references Call
Melinda at 759-3176 for
interview

3PC bedroom suite fullsize, microwave cart papa
san chair moped street
legal recliner 753 4243

NEW white wooden bunk
bed with desk & closet
$350 753 8697

HOUSECLEANING ex
perienced dependable
service References provided Call 436-2102 for
free estimate Ask for Julie
or leave message
IMMEDIATE in home daycare openings available
Call now to reserve your
spot 753-3193
WILL do house cleaning or
baby sitting nights Call
Betty 474-2131
100
Business
OPOorturatY
HOME Based Business
Great opportunity, part or
full time 759-1565 after
4 00
140

Want
To Buy

500 GALLON propane tank
with 65000 BTU c.ir Heater
with blower, regulator, copper line and vent pipe All
for $700 Philp* standard
refrigerator, excellent condition, $100
Call
502 474 8040
ALOT of used furniture
437-4465 from 8-9
ALUMINUM screen/ storm
doors, white (2), 31x79 Still
in carton 753-5231
AM/FM Cassette with interface for CD changer Brand
new, fits Chrysler products
753-5231
ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train, & veil Laced
w/pearls, size 8, $500 obo.
Worn one time only.
753-6348 after 4.00
CARPETING, 2 years old,
like new, 11'h x131
/
2
114x15/, and 121
/
2 x22
753-5231

e

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES- piece or estates Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418

DRYWALL tools for sale
753-2627
LIVING room suit with
matching lamps, oak table
with chairs, desk, 2 desk
chairs, 2 lamps, refrigerator, dishwasher, microwave. 767-0537

SOUTH 641
SECURITY STORAGE
10 x 12 Units
Now Available

MI6

492-8238 759-5475

CAL*1 BO4OT RVGAINI
Monthly Rentals

436-5075

IMP

Farmington Mini Storage
"Back To School Special"

Call

'20/mo
'30/iino
'45/mo

345-2748 or 762-4483

Ii

Appliances
GE quiet power,pot scrubber, built-in dishwasher, almond color, 3yrs old. $250.
492-8956.

miles N. on hwy. 121

Its Worth The Drive!!
(3 mouth minimum)

YAMAHA Alto Sax, 2yrs
old Call 436-5864, after
7pm

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

160
Home
Furnishings

753-3853

SOFA & loveseat, earth
tone colors wfwicker sides,
$250. Kingsize waterbed
w/8 drawers, $300 Call
753-8249 after 5.

COUNTRY living at Bethel
Estates. Mobile home lots
for sale. Financing available to qualified buyers_
Call 767-9435, 742-4435.
MOBILE home lots for sale.
5 miles north of town.
767-9435, 742-4435.

144
Lawn &
Garden
CLAY Pots- large & small
plain & decorative, straw
berry pots, clay window
boxes, azalea pots, concrete planters, bird baths &
more. Coast to Coast Hardware, Central Shopping
Center.
STEPPING Stones, landscape retaining wall blocks,
patio stones. Assorted
sizes and colors. Also, potting soil, top soil, peat &
cow manure Play sand,
mulch & spagnum peat
available. Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping Center

190

Junction of Hwy. 94E & 280

5 xti
10x 10
10)(20

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available
7.53-5585

Farm
Equipment
1988 DT InternatIona
466, tractor, 1955 Series
single axle Inline 6cy
Turbo diesel, 210hp 10
speed transmission
Road Ranger 12,000
pound front, 23,000
pound rear, stationary
5th wheel, aluminum
wheels 11/225 Um, mud
flaps, S,S. Guar. fenders,
dual 50 gal. tanks,
chrome grille and bumper, new "Imeron" paint,
air shield and ride, nice
interior, exterior sun
visor. $18,000 Call
(502)759-4700 or
(502)489-2969.

WOODED 1 acre mobile
home kits North of Murray
Call 767-9435 or 742-4435.
270
Mobil*
Homo* For Salo
12x60 MOBILE home, 3br,
14 bath, c/h&a Must be
moved, $4400 obo
759-4889
14X70 with stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, central
h/a, extra nice. Must be
moved
$10,500.
753-1940.
14x70 SOUTHRIDGE, 2br,
2 bath on 2 large lots.
753-7254 or 354-8739
16X80 31or 2 bath central
h/a, treated wood underpinning & decks included
Must be moved 436-2731
1973 DOUBLEWIDE, vinyl
siding, house windows and
trim. Call 759-3104 after
330pm.
1985 FLEETWOOD
14X70, excellent condition.
1974 Comodore, 12X65,
extra good condition Set
up & ready to move into.
753-9866.
1 OWNER, 1993 Fleetwood manufactured home.
14x70, 3Br, 1 bath, includes appliances & central
air. Can be seen at Riviera
Courts. 502-753-3280. Financing available.

2 OFFICE or retail spaces
available in downtown
area Contact Tony at
753-2552.

2BR duplex redecorated &
remodeled No pets New
carpet, gas heat, no appliances. Available now.
References & lease required. $400 secunty deposit. $400 rent. Also have
3br, 1 bath house
(314)965-0143.
2BR duplex, all appliances,
very nice area, perfect for
family or students
$450/mo, $500 security deposit. 753-9240.

2BR duplex, furnished, 1
block from campus, disAKC registered Roftweiler hwasher. disposal, fenced
pups, 8wks old, 1 male, 3 yard Yard kept by owner
$ 1 5 0 . No pets. 1yr lease
females,
(502)436-5377
$385/mo, $385 deposit
LARGE fireproof building, 1611 Farmer Ave
excellent location. Four 753-0919.
overhead doors, natural
gas, office, plenty of park- KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeing, car wash pit, three land Westly Village, 1br
phase power, extra stor- apartment, utilities inage. Available 8-1-97 or cluded, rent based on insooner. $375/mo rent, come. 62 & older, or handi$375 deposit. 404-I N 4th cap & disabled. Equal
St. Phone 753-3018 to Housing Opportunity
have call returned_
502-354-8888

Mrs. Ann
Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
•Igive advice on &lawless, Marriage, and Love Affairs
•Bnng Your Problems to Me-I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
208 S. 12th Sheol
Murray, Ky. 42071

For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

/ ALPINE
•)ockrord6Nciak?

clarion Tgess
IGO

Pt. alloiL

637 South 3rd
Auto Body Repair & 24-Hr. Towing (Large or Srnali)

_ear.f.tit, fc

and Limousine

.
li.a_p,,
h -•e.P.)'

J" .t...,60.
1
adMibill

of

Refuse Service

_

1-800-585-6033

Ed's Wheel Alignment

wetttotoriimm

Alignmessi A Coespkte Brake Service,
Struts and Shocks etc.

301 Olive St.
Mon-Fri.
Murray, KY 42071 7:00-4:00

Edmon Jones, Owner
(502) 753-1351

Murray-Calloway
C
ounty

2BR A-frame in Almo
Washer/ dryer hook-up,
stove & refrigerator furnished. Large yard. References & deposit required
$350/mo 435-4035, after
4pm.
2BR, central h/a, stove, refrigerator & dishwasher
furnished No pets 5 miles
east of Murray. References
& deposit required. Call
753-8943.
2BR houses in Murray &
Lynngrove, lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
3BR, 1 bath No pets Central air with inground pool
Stove & dishwasher $550
deposit, $550 rent. References & lease required
now
Available
(314)965-0143 Also have
2br duplex

Hospital

762-1100
What aWaytoSfort the Week!!

- Dial Now _
4dvertise 'here!

Paris, TN 38242
(901)642-5300

Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300

Weddings, Proms and Banquets

David's Cleaning Services
-Cleaning'
Vinyl Sodirc • Homes • 1.4oboie Homes • Boats • Bricit Dnvestays
• Parking Lots • Al Etieror Cleanng • Abel Cleaning Available
Phone
David Borders
15021759-4734
Insured
Cellular (SO2)853-1108
Comoietety Mobiie

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Po1icy4Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

NEW 2br, 2 bath Maximum
2 occupants Taking appli527-9920,
cations
759-5026

For Rent
Or Lease

...and other exciting digital graphics services,
including_photo retouching. custom
heirloom tinting, and web site design.'

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

CALL TODAY! 502-436-2438

HALEY'S
UglyPitch
Oa Rental and Sales

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does not pay. S760 on Pan A;SIO0 on Part 13 Call me for
fnore informauon.

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY Cl TENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

3+ ACRES, restricted,
shared well 3 Miles from
Murray 753-5231

Lake
Property

a-CLOSE to lake' 2br. 1 5
bath with rental income on
property Financing avail
able Call Grey s Properties
759 2001 Edwina or
Velda
CLOSE to lakei 3br, 2 bath
Must seel 5% down to qual
itied buyers Call Grey's
Properties at 759-2001
ask for Edwina or Velda
FOR SALE: 10 plus,
Wooded acres, 5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake Ma
lure trees private road
apprx 12 miles east of Mur
ray $40.000 firm Will not
divide Serious inquiries
only please Call 474-8704
after 5pm or teave
message
LAKE
Lots
from
$300 $4 500 Call today
Grey's Properties
759-2001, EJ or Velda

2 ACRE lot for sale in
Kirksey Call 753-2627
% ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753-2592
LARGE, beautiful lots in
CrosiMeld All utilities
Starting at $18,000 Phone
753-5541 or 753-5630
LARGE wooded lot at 1306
Fleetwood Dr in Campbell
Estates Ideal for house
with walk-Out basement
Call 753-3903
LOT in Highland Oaks Subdivision in Almo
000
753-1940
LOTS' We have the loca
bon, price & size to fit your
lifestyle All w/city utilities
Contact Kenny or Valerie
753-9950 AM or 762-0009
PM.
450

Farms
For Sall
2BR brick house on 80
acres. Big block barn to workshop or livestock Located on &owns Grove Rd
Will sell all or separatly
474-8384.

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

46 ACRES of choice farrm .
land or potential developrnent real estate 2.5 miles
south on Murray Paris
Road Approximately p
miles paved road frontage
Will sell in 21 and 25 acre
mini-farm tracts or
together 753-0266

VERY nice brick 2br duplex, 2/
1
2 yrs old, central
heat & air, garage Call
759-1668 or 436-2487

NEW Concord area 22
acres, house & 2 barns
436-2916, after 5pm

435

-

Lake
Property

2BR Lakefront home in Panorama Shores New con
tral gas heat & air, gentle
sloping lot to water.
$119,900 Ready to sell
759-4696

1466 SQ ft 2-3br brick in
rural subdivision. Reduced! Ready to sell.
753-1940.
2100 SQ ft 3br 2 bath 2 car
garge 1500 sq ft shop
759-9835

3BR, 2 bath 5 miles from
new basketball stadium on
121 Gas heat, $450 plus
dep 759-4696

ANTIQUE PIM RESTORATION

kOver 20 Years In Business i
753-3134
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Iiik
* Rentals begin at $29.99
*
Area's largest It only In Stock Formal Wear,
Co m in e r elal Waste er- Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson.
, * Discounts on rentals depending on sae of wedding.
Disposal
Court Square West
304 Main Street
Y."

30 ACRES land in NW
Henry Co Tennessee 28
tillable
acre
901-247-3984

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certi.d
759-4218

FREE CONSULTATION

What the mind can cause, ths mind can cure.

Real
Estate

2-3BR, w,'otunhook-up, appliances fTinished. No
pets. Lease & deposit required. References required. Available after Aug.
20th. 753-4181 days,
489-2181..nigh Is

SMALL 3 bedroom, 1 bath
brick, in town at 704 Fairlane All new paint, carpet,
sinks, faucets New central
gas heat & air, new stove,
refrigerator, microwave,
dishwasher, washer &
dryer Utility room, walk-in
pantry, and outside storage
building $500 per month
with 1 year lease and 1500
security deposit Days
753-3153, evenings
753-7900

Don Hellkamp 759-6000

AKC Cocker Spaniel puppies, $125 AKC Ternor
puppies, $225 Shots &
wormed 502 382 2331

5 ACRES north of town,
beautiful building sites.
Great place for horses to
graze. 753-7836.

DIAL ~ 753-1916
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Formal Wear .
7.,
4to.,

Pets
& Supplies

2/3 BEDROOM, bock, new
carpet, w/d hookup, shade
No pets $435/mo Call
753-6931

Managing Stress *Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:
Weight Loss Classes
Thurs. 10 a.m. & 8 p.m.

380

3 ACRES on paved Rd
Call 436-2045

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS

Tabers Body Shop

..*; ,

VERY nice 1 & 2br apartments with central hie., w/d,
dishwasher, trash pick-up
& lawn care provided 11
miles from Murray toward
Mayfield on 121 1br starts
at $315/mo No pets Deposit & references required.
762-4483 8am-4pm,
345-2748 after 5pm

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (L3 week minimum)

Specializing In

GOOD commercial lot at
Midway; 270 on highway 1
Acre $25,000, 14 acres
$37,000.2 acres $45,000
Tel 759 1345 759-1301,
489-2808

AKC registered Beagles,
tri-color, first shots &
wormed, excellent hunting
stock Field Champion
bloodlines $100'ea
753-8813
NEW 3br 2 bath duplex,
refrigerator, stove, micro- DOG obedience classes Of
wave, w/d furnished
private Serving Murray 17
753-7903 or 753-7813 years 436-2858
leave message
FOR SALE French TouNICE 1-2 & 3br apts or louse Geese & Ducks
3-4br house w/washer & Good pets or ideal for
dryer", furnished, near ponds & creeks Call
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main 753-6911
St 753-1252 before 5pm.
MALTESE, puppies AKC
753-0606 after 5pm
registered Ready now l
NICE 1 br upstairs apt '4 $250 753-5628
block from MSU,share utill
ties, separate entrance lyr PURE bred German Shelease required No pets pherd pups Males $125
$ 1 00
$185 deposit $185/mo. Females
502-623-6929
753-0919
NOW taking applications UKC Registered Miniature
for 1,2 & 3 bedroom apart- American Huskies 3
ments. Mur-Cal Apart- males, 1 female $150 obo
ments, 902 Northwood Dr, See at 2050 Brandon Rd
Murray, KY 759-4984 'h miles north of Hazel or
Housing call 753-7089 for info
Equal
Opportunity.

4BR, 2 baths, nice brick,
central tva Students welcome Appliances, w/d
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

•/ ....A,

AVAILABLE immediately
1BR, handicap accessible
unit Call 759-4984 or come
by Mur Cal Apts,902 Northwood Dr Equal Housing
Opportunity

0 113

Dial-A-Service

All Types

38R, 3 bath, large 2 car
garage, executive type
$700imo 1549-B Mockingbird Dr 2br, 14 bath $500.
1551-B Mockingbird Dr
Available Sept. 1st
753-5344.-.

3BR w/gas heat, low utilities, nice home 605 Sycamore, $450/mo plus dep.
759-4696.

Dixleland Center

.11111111\ktil

2BR upstairs apt, 4 miles
on 121 S $285/mo plus
deposit 489-2296

Don't Compare 1.4e With Imitators

Sunset Boulevard Music

......

2BR duplex in Northwood
$375/mo 759-4406

11

197

rCril

Mobile
Horns' For Salo .

Farm
Equipment

1995 102 BARRETT alu- CUSTOM order or buy from
minum ground load lives- our huge selection of qual
tock trailer, 40'X8.5', ity built energy efficient
35,000 pound load, dual homes Dinkins Mobile
PORCELAIN claw foot tub
tandom with 3 cutter Homes Inc Hwy 79 E
492-8723
gates, like new. $18,000 Pans, TN 1 800 642-4891
ROYAL Blue Pageant Call (502)759-4700 or
FOR Sale- 1995 mobile
dress
w/sequins, (502)489-2980.
home 16X80 Belmont, 3br,
Sweetheart neckline floor
UVESTOCK cattle feed- 2 bath. Chia, set up in
length Perfect for Prom or
OFFICE space for lease
ers, moblle, (2) two ton, Riviera Court $24,800
a special oocasion Size 8
Walnut Plaza. 104 N 5th St
(1) tour ton model. Excel- 753-7535
$200 obo 753-6348 after
753-8302 Of 753-9621
lent condition, rarely
400
used two ton is $800 four GT Reopl Price Reduc,edl SMALL business or office
1994 Fleetwood doublew
SEE us for your barn or roof ton Is $1000, come by and
space Utilities paid
ide 4tx Free delivery Call
Insp•ct.
Call
metal Cut to length. Cov753 6106 or 753-3258
502-527-1451
ers 36 inches. many colors (502)759-4700 or
SMALL
office space
Economy Metal & Supply (502)489-2969.
753-4509 or 753-6612
280
Co 489-2722
Mobile
200
SMALL street front office
Homes For Rent
Sports
with storage room at 100 N
SMALL utility trailer
Equipment
14X60 2BR stove & re- 5th All utilities included
492-8723
ngerator, private lot Jo- $250/mo 759-4727
BODY In Motion exerciser
nathon Creek. $325/mo
STRAW for sale $1 75/ 492-8723
436-5560
320
bale 489-2436, if no anEXERCISE equipment Inswer leave message
Apartments
2BR
trailer
No
pets
Referstride Rider, stair climber &
For Rent
needed
Call
TOBACCO sticks, mulch
Bruce Jenner's Power ences
K D LBR Goodman & Trainer Bench
1BR apt 14 blocks from
Call 753-9866
Sons
campus stove, refrigeraLumber
753-1772
FURNISHED 2br in small
502-658-3193
tor gas heat $210/mo DeGOOD- barely used- man-,e-ctuiet court Services pro- posit No pets 753-5992
TWO steel buildings, Public ual treadmill for sale Call vided $190/mo Call
753-8216 or 767-0388
1BR apt $250/mo plus deliquidation. 40x25 was 759-9215, $125
$5850 now $2940, 40x51
posit 753-5592
trade
buy,
sell.
was $9280 now $5160. GUNS,
1 OR 2br apts near downMust sell, can deliver. 436-5650
Mobile
town Murray 753-4109
1-800-292-0111
Horns Lots FOf Rent
PEARSON Spoiler, com1 ROOM efficiency near
pound bow: sights, quiver,
LARGE lot off Kirksey Hwy
PetSU. Partial utilities furnarrows, all extras. Excellent
$75/mo 489-2440
ished Coleman RE,
condition. $150. 435-4656
753-9898

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis- LONG bed Toyota top,
tols Benson Sporting fiberglass, brown
Goods 519 S 12th, 474-0116
Murray
MATTRESSES Smith
WANTED Riding mowers Mattress Factory
that need work 436-2867 502-851-3160

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1

270

190

Ankles
For Saki

Domestic
Childear•

LEDGER & TIMES

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail753-2905 or
able
753-7536
NOW availablel 1yr lease
No pets DeposIP.required
lb( small $225 lbr large
$245 2br small $225 2br
large $285 2br Inc Ht $275
All apts partly furnished At
Almo 5mi N Murray 4br, 2
bath house $535 2br, new
duplex $400 Ph 8am 5pm
Mon Fri 75.3-4937

Classified

Quiet country living. Four bedroom brick,
two full baths, living room, dining room,
family room/kitchen-breakfast. Family
room has bookshelves with storage and
fireplace. Full basement with fireplace,
central gas heat, electric air, 30'x20'deck,
long driveway lined with beautiful maple
trees, 4.43 acres with barn and pond.
,Located eight miles from Murray in Coldwater area. May be seen by appointment.

Call 753-9164

For Sale By owner
802 North 18th St.
Murray, Kentucky
3 bd- bath - kitchen - dining - living - utility 1200 sq. ft. - 2 car oversize detached
garage - large lot 7 wonderful neighborhood appliances

approx

Price Reduced To

699900
For appointment call Tony
502-247-2440 Daytime
502-247-6718 Ni hts

Best Copy Avail
12

MONDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

afin

490

450
Homes
For Sale

1601 PARKLANE-Dr Spacious 3br within 1 mile of
MSU, Yi of MHS Hardwood floors, kitchen/ family
room combo, new central
hia $74,500 767-0361.

$33,000 FOR this cozy
starter hornet 2BR, 1 bath,
new roof, paint, gas heat,
ceding fans 436-5995 after
6Pm
REDUCED! BY Owner2117 Brookhaven Dr otters
3br, 2 bath, numerous updates Central gas h/a, new
roof (both '96) Call
753-9512
470
Motorcycles
1979 HONDA 500, custom.
$700 obo 1982 Honda
900, very fast, $975 obo
436-2102, ask ler Ben.

ARCHITECT designed..
double entry doors, split
'bedrooms for privacy,
country views, easy commute.. never been lived in...
$139,921. Call Barbara on
this residence with such
dramatic features. Century
21, 753-1492.

Services
Offered

Servic“
°Dared

'AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of!
Residential construction,
remodeling,. roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing, concrete & masonry. And home repairs
Free estimates 767-9118,
Elite Building

NEED'new roof or improving the look of your home?
Gutters, siding & small repairs are our specialty
Concrete resurfacing
systems! Don't tear out
your old concrete, resurface it into a decorative
product such as brick pavers or tile. Call Schroeder
Construction for tree esti.
mates. 767-9474.

TOM'S WINDOW &
CLEANING SERVICE For
all your residential & corn
mercial cleaning needs
Gutter & siding. 759-3463.

1

1963 Ford
Fairlane 500
Sport Coupe.
Red/white, all original, less than
80,x xx miles, auto,
V-8, air conditioning, bucket seats
with console, fender skirts. Excellent
condition.

Asking $5,500

753-4408
Before 5 p.m.

753-4408

753-2165.

1992 SEADOO, trailer,
knee board, inner . tube
Asking $2200 'obo
759-2338.

U0'1111111

1993 VXR 650 Yamaha
Wave-runner, excellent
condition, complete with
trailer, cover & life jackets
$2500. 753-4440, after

FOR SALE

5Pm

1994 Chevy, 46,000 miles, one owner.

Call 759-4851 or 759-9523

•

I

Viattely

L4011
:
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510
Services
Offered

1982 HONDA V45 Sabre, 1991 FORD Probe GT. new
needs clutch, only $650 Michelin tires, battery,
759-1762.
brakes, 72xxx $4800.
1986 HONDA Goldwing 753-5691.
Aspencade 1200. full
loaded with matching 1996 CAMARO RS convertible, white. 436-2269
trailer. 474-2702.
ATTRACTIVE residence at 1997 HONDA CR 250, 1996 MAZDA MX-6, white,
tinted windows, 15,XXX
1556 .0,xford, Canterbury used less than 2hrs
Estates. Features 4 bed- - 759-5339 Serious Inquires miles, V6 automatic,
rooms, 3'4 baths, formal Only!
$18,000 or best offer.
living room, formal dining
759-4300.
room, family room, Grand1997 SATURN SW,
mother's quarters, eat-in
112kport Utility
loaded, 12,XXX miles &
kitchen, double garage,
Vehicies
1996 Blazer, loaded.
plus boat room. Screened
436-5463.
porch, beautiful wooded lot. 1977 CJ5 Jeep 4x4, $1800 11,XXX miles
Amenities throughout. obo. Call 492-8836 leave
Contact Kopperud Realty, message.
753-1222. MLSI3001022.
1984 CHEVY Blazer 4x4,
BY Owner: cozy 3br brick V6, auto, air, 2dr, 132xxx
on '4 acre in Hazel with miles, $1600. 759-4284.
1991 CHEVY C-20 van,
central h/a, refrigerator,
65,XXX miles, full power.
stove, dAv, newly remod- 1988 BRONCO XLT, 4wd, Very good shape.
eled. $55,000. Call V8, auto, loaded. New tires, 474-0116.
excellent condition, $8300.
(901)642-0291.
759-4254.
PRICE REDUCED! 3br, 2
bath, brick ranch, 2146sq ft
on 5 acres, 5 miles southwest of Murray. Hardwood
1985 CHEVY 1 ton truck
floor under carpet, fire- 1997 JEEP Wrangler, white w/lincoln welding machine.
place, cedar lined closets. Wien top, 19,XXX miles, Will sell w or w/o welder.
New workshop, mature V4 automatic, $17,000 or 753-0838.
shade & fruit trees, best offer. 759-4300.
1985 FORD Ranger Iwb,
$126,000 obo. 1164 FurV-6, 5 speed, air equiped.
ches Trail. 435-4522.
$1000 obo. Call 759-5056.
corner
lot
No
IN town 31x,
1988 CHEVROLET 1 ton,
down payment loan. Call
12ft, flatbed, 4sp, 140,X)(X
Grey's Properties at
miles. $6200. Call between
759-2001, ask for -Edwina
1989 Lincoln
8am-5pm 753-1725,
or Velda.
498-8950 after 7pm
Continental
LOCATED near TN/KY
Bronze metallic,
1988 DODGE Dakota, V6,
state line and Paris Landing
5sp. $2200. 753-2279.
Park & Marina- 24.5 acres
velure interior,
with lovely three bedroom
86,xxx miles, new
1988 DT International
brick home, 2 baths, great
466, tractor, 1955 Series
excellent
tires,
room with fireplace. Sun
single ails Inline 6cyl
condition.
room, family area and
Turbo diesel, 210hp 10
Everything works.
kitchen has been'remodspeed transmission
eled, partial basement,
$6,200
Road Ranger 12,000
good building sites, asjoins
pound front, 23,000
NA. Plug more. Tommy
pound rear, stationary
Moody Realtor, Moody Re5th wheel, alurnjpum
Before 5 p.m.
alty Co, 'Inc., 410 Tyson
wheels 11/225 tires, mud
Ave, Paris, TN
convert- flaps, S.S. Ouar. fenders,
MUSTANG
1970
1-800-642-5093.
dual 50 gal. tanks,
ble. 70% res
chrome grille and bumNEW 4br, 24 baths in pal
per, new "Imeron" paint,
Spring Creek Oaks. Would
trade for other property.
40, after 5pm. air shield and ride, nice
interior, exterior sun
Built by contractor.
1984 TOYOTA Camry LE, visor. $18,000 Call
753-3672, after 4pm.
$1500 obo. 759-0651. or (502)759-4700 or
753-4582.
(502)489-2969.
NICE 3br brick with attached garage. Fenced 1986 FORD Escort, runs 1995 ASTRO V6 automabackyard, storage building. good, only $700. 753-1762. tic, air, power, good condi$57,000 1701 College
1986 HONDA Accord LXI, tion, 4.1xxx miles.
Farm Rd. 753-4074.
104K miles, clean, one 492-8877.
Owner,very good condition. 1996 CHEVY truck ext
PRICE Reduced! 4br,
bath, family room, den, $3,600. 759-9874.
cab, white, loaded, auto20X28 bonus room,
matic, low mileage, extra
NISSAN
Pulsar,
1986
3,000sq -ft heated 3 car clean. Call 759-8061 or
$1000
obo.
767-9362.
carport, 30X50 finished
753-0987, leave message
work shop w/2 baths, st- 1986 OLDSMOBILE Cutables, stocked pond. Set- lass Ciera, loaded, $1500
510
ting on 8.5 acres of mature 759-4626.
shade and complete priCampers
vacy in Kirksey. 2 miles 1988 CHEVROLET Cavawest of Kirksey off Hwy 464 lier, 5sp with air, new tires & 22' TRAILER, excellen
turn left on Marigold Lane brakes. 354-9899.
condition, sleeps 6-8. Mus
then turn right on Sundrop 1993 CORVETTE conver- see! 1100 Sycamore
Lane (only house at end). tible, 40th aniv. edition, $2500. 753-3574
$135,500. Serious inquires triple burgundy, 40,XXX
only after 4:30pm at miles, very kept & clean.
520
489-2056.
Must see to appreciate.
Boats
$23,500.
Call
& Motors
(502)759-4700 or
18' TAHITI jet boat, $2200
(502)759-1204.

Classified

1997

530
Used
Cars

Homes
For Saie

3BR, 2 bath home. Less
than 1yr old 6 miles North
of Murray Has jacuzzi in
master bath. Vendess fireplace in living room.
Ktchen & dining room. Plus
breai&fast nook. Ad kitchen
appliances included. 2 car
garage. On V. acre. Priced
to sell at only $92,000
753-2592.

SEPTEMBER 1

1994 SEADOO XP Series.
mint condition. $2900
759-3089.

AFFORDABLE Homes
Built to satisfaction, see
how competitive we are to
the price of a douNewide
mobile home. Free consultation & estimates. Call
S&K Construction,
753-7091

PAINTING Interior- exterior Pressure washing Free
estimates 437-3879
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867.

ROOFING- New roofs,
te,taroffs, reroofs Free estimates 437-4718
SMALL engine repair
753-0260

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214.
ALL types of work. Mulch,
rock, glitters, outbuildings,
brush clearing, tree trimMing, home repairs, junk
hauled, etc_ Reliable and
reasonable. City & county.
753-2092
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured-with full
tine of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484.
TELEPHONE SALES
AND SERVICE COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
PHONE SYSTEMS, NEW
AND USED BUSINESS
SYSTEMS ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION SPECIALISTS. MURRAY
TELEPHONE AND ELECTRONICS 753-7567.

APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
brands, Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

WALLPAPER, borders &
paint, clean, neat, honest &
dependable, with plenty of
references Call for free estimate Kelly's Wallcovering's Plus 436-5503
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work_
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WEST KY Lawn Care.
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.
WEST KY Seamless Gutters. Gutters, gutter maintenance, gutter supplies.
Free estimates. Phone
753-0278.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves. NEW
HOURS' Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530.

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.

5613

Free
Column

ASPHALT _Driveway TIRED of wind & hall dam- FREE to good home: Male
Sealing- Driveways, park- age?. Get the Smart Roof. black Lab puppy, about
ing lots, discounts to chur- Free estimates. STOCK- 6mos old. Very sweet &
ches Free estimates. Call WELL METAL ROOFING. smart. Will make a very
companion.
Travis Asphalt Sealing, 7 5 3 - 6 5 8 5 , good
753-5778.
1-800-552-5072.
753-2279
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

Ceramic Tile' Dry Wall.Plumbing Electrical Repairs

-me

BACKHOE SERVICE,
BRENT Al_LEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515.
BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal.
753-0834 or 759-9835.

NED WALKER

Specializing in Bathroom Repairs

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.

mb Brothers

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high, quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
CLEANING Services, 5yrs
Professional Experience.
Call 436-2973 or 436-5927.
COLSON Home Repairs.
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience
753-5592
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates.
Remodeling,fencing, decking, roofing & electrical
489-2832.
COOKSEY Plumbing. Repair & pew installation. ...
436-2667.
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds, carports. Also repair
& rebuild. Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates.
753-7860.

759-0337

Over 20 years experience

BIBLE Message 759-5177.

Tree Service
502-4.36-574.4

LICENSED & INSURED Fret Estimates
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cletuuip Service
FMli Liwe of
Equipment
1,14.,.2/111 c,ervice

tiest, ouravoim °
121 Park 8 Sell
Come see the good selection of
cars, trucks., motorhomes dc
campers. Experience our no
hassle shopping. Call 753-3985
to Park & Sell your vehicle

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
DAVID'S Cleaning .Services 'Cleaning' vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 5027759-4734_
Cellular 502-853-1108

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:
•

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• prop by and see our showroom
Bunny Bed[
suroL.PY
kA,RRAY

EMERGENCY Water Removal 24hrs. Lee's Carpet
Cleaning. 753-5827.

.*

n0

5;0.5

-----'
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FENCING: Midway Fence
Co. Chain link & vinyl
fence at reasonable
prices. 759-1519.
GARDEN tilling," grader
blade work, bushhogging,
mulch hauling. Gerald Carroll, 492-6159

3-D DOZING, backhoe
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates 753-7860.

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.

I will mow your yard Call
759-4659, after 6pm

„

- A Wonderful Address 112 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786
leeMRIIMPR

"Timber Trails Subdivision
Now Selling Lots
Located on corner of Johnny Robertson Rd.
& Squire Rd., Murray. Ky.
Lots for 1500 sq ft. homes or larger All city
utilitics within 1 mile of city limits lots
starting at $15,000 & up Curbed & paved
roads will be completed before (kt 1st I•or
more info call
753-99S0 -7-4p.m.,759-1412&•S p.m..9p.m.
or 762-0009 • 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since -1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737.
A&A Complete lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791
ADAM'S HOME IM
PROVEMENTS Inside ar
out No job too small
502-7599906
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436;
2269
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Carpets, Upholstery Free
estimates 302 S 12th
753-5827
LICENSED for..electric and
gas 435-4358
MICHAEL'S Transmissions. Complete overhaul
on late model, domestic,
overdrive transmissions
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmissionS Call 753-0152
MURRAY CARPET & UP
HOLSTERY CLEANINGBad( to school specials
Free estimates Satisfaction guaranteed 753-6300

B 6 S Trucking 9

eikc*,Septic Tanks .e4
41*,1
New Driveways & Roads or Repairs
Burn Out Cleanup
New Septic Systems & Repairs
All Backhoe Work 8, 1-fauthn
Gravel, White Rock, Fill Sand

(502) 474-8267

NEED -AN AVON REP?
Call Tonya at

436-6026

Little Ice Age
may blunt impact
of global warming
WASHINGTON (AP)- Lingering effects of a frosty 500
years called the Liule Ice Age
may be helping to slow global
warming, according to a new
study.
Researchers at the University
of New Hampshire said cold
winds roaring over theNorth and
South poles are almost the same
now as they were during the period of global chill that started in
1400 and apparently ended at the
beginning of this century.
"This shows we are still feeling the effects of the Little Ice
Age," said Karl J. Kreutz of the
Climate Change Research Center
at the University of New Hampshire. "This could be modifying
the temperatures caused by the
greenhouse effect, although we
can't be certain of that."
Another scientist said the research.adds importAnt new understanding about the Little Ice Age
and raises the possibility that the
warming effects of greenhouse
gases may be worse than now
believed.
A report on the study will be
published Friday in Science, the
journal of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
During the Little Ice Age,
global temperatures are thought
to have dropped by 2 to 3 degrees
F, enough to make *inters longer
and harder and summers cooler
throughout countries in the
Northern Hemisphere where most
weather records were then kept.
In the 15th and 16th centuries,
glaciers that had been receding
started marching down mountains
and, in some cases, casting increased numbers of icebergs into
the sea. The timberline retreated
down 'mountainsides, away from
the chilled peaks. Some agriculture areas were abandoned to the
creeping cold. Vikings who had
homesteaded in Greenland gave
up their settlements, never to
return.
Kreutz said new cores drilled
from permanent ice sheets in
Greenland and Antarctica show
the Earth has yet to fully recover
from the Little Ice Age.

Kreutz said layers of ice cored
from more than 500 feet below
the surface clearly show that
wind patterns suddenly changed.
at the beginning of the Little Ice Age. Gales started blowing in
from the. ocean dropped concentrations of sea salt- a compound
of sodium, chlorine, magnesium
and potassium - onto the surface of ice sheets near the poles:
The chemicals became a part of
the seasonal ice layers.
The sea salt, in effect, left a
fingerprint of wind patterns: The
stronger and more frequent the
winds, the greater the amount of
sea salt. Thus, by measuring the
concentration of sea salt, the researchers can determine the intensity of the winds.
New ice cores show that -the
wind patterns established at the
beginning of the Little Ice Age
are the same as the patterns of today, said Kreutz.
"We're seeing the same_ type
of winds blowing into the polar
areas that occurred during the
Little Ice Age," said Kreutz.
"That means some of the effects
from that period are still
happening."
"This is pretty important work
because it shows that the Little
Ice Age was a global effect,"
said Lloyd D. Keigwin of the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute in Massachusetts. He said
there are few worldwide data on
the Little Ice Age and any new
information may eventually help
scientists understand what caused

it.
But both Kreutz and Keigwin
said evidence that the Earth is
still recovering from the Little
Ice Age sharpens concerns about
how manmade greenhouse gases
are warming the Earth.
Cooling left over from the
Little Ice Age may be blunting
some of the warming effects
caused by the release of carbon
dioxide and other gases into the
atmosphere, they said.
"People- say we're already
measuring greenhouse warming
now," said Keigwin. "But if
we're still in a natural warming
trend from the Little Ice Age,
things could get even worse."
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
Sept. 2, 1997:
Be direct about what you want; no
one will question you. Work on your
diplomacy, though; sometimes you
might push others away with your
words. You will be unusually busy,
and the pace will be hectic this year.
There is a possibility ofa special trip
in 1998,as well as an unusual opportunity for growth and spiritual evolution. If you are single, romance
might come in the form of someone
very different. If attached, plan on
that often-talked-about vacation,for
sometime in 1998. VIRGO understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** After a lengthy weekend,
you energetically breeze into work.
No one will stop you. Your determination is clear; you know what you
want. Negotiations are animated. A
partner does not see eye-to-eye with
you but is willing to talk. Tonight:
Work off extra pounds at the gym.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** A partner provides feedback and wants to brainstorm. You
are stunned by how assertive he can
be. You will be pulled in,despite any
decisions you make. A new encounter could be laden with flirtation,
and it could become a lot more. Tonight: Stop fighting it!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You build foundations. Establish boundaries between work
and home life. You feel pushed by a
co-worker or obligations. You have
the energy to cover all bases. Consider a home office. TonIght: Comfort another who feels threatened.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Active talks accomplish a
lot. When greeted by an obstacle,
you brainstorm your way around it.
Allow your creative genius to emerge.
Clear your desk, return calls and
reach out for others. A boss makes
demands that force you to revamp
your schedule. Tonight: Go to a favorite neighborhood spot!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Act on financial decis'ons.
You have the insight to implement
changes. You could be pressured by
a domestic situation. Communications with someone who is at a distance might be difficult now.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are in control. Take action now,when you feel empowered.
Don't take a back seat. Choose your
words carefully; they carry more
power than you are aware. Discussions about money are difficult wit,
a partner; it's as if you ran intora
brick wall. Tonight: Tell it as it is!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Gather pertinentinformation,
rather than taking action. It is a
great time to find out more about the
status ofa financial investment.You
might be tempted to spend freely,
but that would be an error. The
unexpected occurs with a partner.
Tonight: Go to bed early.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You have high energy and
a lot of direction. By asking probing
questions you get interesting answers. You see a friend in another
light as a result. Pull back, and
listen to your inner voice. There are
many alternatives here. Tonight:
Zero in on what you want!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You are in the limelight, a
good place to make strong decisions.
You are frustrated by recent events.
It might be time to enact some
changes. High energy and dedication make you a winner. A loved one
might be touchy when dealing with
you. Tonight: Work late.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your'determination is evident as you make calls. Seek out
answers, and make what you want
happen. A friend eggs you on with
ideas. Listen- to suggestions. You
win,if you don't buck the status quo.
A family member is out of sync.
Tonight: Go to the movies.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You have your hands full, trying to meet another's demands. Determine your goals. Be as direct as
possible. Another might balk,or you
might not be listening. Pressure is
intense with a boss; you need more
support. Tonight: Talks heat up!
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Money matters are off. You
are bewildered,so you try to come up
with answers. Right now, the best
bet is to restrict spending. A friend
or loved one at a distance has a lot to
share. Listen; you will feel inspired
by his ideas. Popularity is high. Tonight: Go for cheap fun!
BORN TODAY
Author Clevetand Amory(1917),tennis player Jimmy Connors (1952),
actress Linda Purl(1955)
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Ten years ago
Hilda Gail Foutch, 34, of Murray, died Aug. 30 in a one-car accident on Highway 94"West. She
was a dental assistant for Dr. David Fitch.
Births reported include a boy
to Sandra and William Norton;
girl to Jeannetta and Buell
Snyder, a girl to Cindy and
Danny Lamb, and a girl to Julie
and Timothy Edwards, Aug. 25.
Rita Annette Dowdy and Tom
David Montgomery were married
July 5 at First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
Twenty years ago
Murray Education Association
honored former. Murray City
Schools Superintendent Fred
Schultz and his wife, Jo, at its
meeting. Schultz has accepted a
position with the Kentucky Board
of Education at Frankfort.
Eight families ,from Twin Lakers Good Sam Campging Club
camped at Rushing Creek Campground in Land Between the
Lakes Aug. 19, 20 and 21, with
Jack and Betty Wagar as
wagonmasters.
Darryel Paschall and J.T. Lee
were married in a July ceremony
at Memorial Baptist Church.
Thirty years ago
Jerry Stark, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Stark, is pictured
with his Holstein cattle that he
has shown at various fairs
throughout the area.
The mercury dropped to a low
of 50 degrees last night in Murray and Calloway County, according to local weather officials.

Mrs. Homer Fred Williams led
a program on "Search for Identity
In A Changing World" at a meeting of Woman's Society of
Christian Service of Coles Camp
Ground Methodist Church.
•
Forty years ago _
Calloway County got $252,353
and Murray City got $115,311 in
the allotments for Kentucky
school districts under the _Minimum Foundation for Education
Program by the Kentucky Department of Education.
Preston (Ty) Holland, athletic
director Murray City Schools and
head football coach at Murray
High School, spoke at a meeting
of Murray Lions Club. He was
introduced by Rue Overby.
Howard Olila, a member of
Murray Rotary Club, spoke on
"Attendance" at a meeting of the
club held at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Fifty years ago
Practically all Murray business
establishments are closed today
in observance of the Labor Day
holiday.
Dr. C.S. Lowry, professor at
Murray State College, spoke about "The Marshall Plan" at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Frances Barnett and Keys Burkeen were married Aug. 16 by
the Rev. T.H. Mullins Jr. at his
home.
The Rev. A.G. Childers is pastor of the Hazel Circuit composed
of South Pleasant Grove, Hazel,
and Mason's Chapel Methodist
Churches.

By The Associated Press
•
Today is Monday, Sept. 1, the 244th day of 1997. There are 121
days left in the year. This. is Labor Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 1, 1939, World War II began as Nazi Germany invaded
Poland.
On this date:
In 1807, former Vice President Aaron Burr was found innocent of
treason.
Is 1897, 100 years ago, the first section of Boston's subway system
was opened.
In 1923, the Japanese cities of Tokyo and Yokohama were devastated by an earthquake that claimed 150,000 lives.
In 1932, New York City Mayor James "Gentleman Jimmy" Walker
resigned following charges of graft and corruption in his
administration.
In 1942, a federal judge in Sacramento, Calif., upheld the wartime
detention of Japanese-Americans as well as Japanese nationals.
In 1945, Americans received word of Japan's formal surrender that
ended World War II. Because of the time difference, it was Sept. 2 in
Tokyo Bay, where the ceremony took place.
In 1951, the United States, Australia and New Zealand signed a mutual defense pact, the ANZUS treaty.
In 1972, American Bobby Fischer won the international chess
crown in Reykjavik, Iceland, defeating Boris Spassky of the Soviet
Union.
In 1976, U.S. Rep. Wayne L. Hays, D-Ohio, resigned in the wake
of a scandal in which he admitted having an affair with secretary Elizabeth Ray.
In 1983, 269 people were killed when a Korean Air Lines Boeing
747 was shot down by a Soviet jet fighter after the airliner entered
Soviet airspace.
Ten years ago: Peace demonstrator S. Brian Willson lost his legs
when he was hit by a train at the Concord Naval Weapons Station in
California while protesting weapons shipments to Central America.
Five years ago: Defying a U.S. government warning, Bobby Fischer
announced he would play his one-time rival, Boris Spassky, in a $5
million chess match in Yugoslavia despite United Nations-imposed
sanctions.
One year ago: A day after Iraqi forces moved into a Kurdish safe
haven, U.S. officials were warning the Baghdad government that the
incursion would not go unpunished. That same day. Iraq ordered its
troops to withdraw from Irbil.

DEAR ABBY: Iii the past three
or four months. I have heard that a
new addiction is about to he
exposed in our society: sexual addiction. Just a few months ago on
ABC's television news magazine
20/20," they devoted an entire segment to this subject.
I have been suspicious of my
husband for years, but because of
his ongoing difficulties with marijuana, alcohol, nitrous oxide,
cocaine, and prescription diet and
pain medications, I thought maybe
the interest in sexually explicit
magazines, movies, etc.. just went
wiilt the teiritory. After the last goaround with chemical problems, he
threw out all the pornography. I
was relieved; then I recently discovered more hidden- magazines, they
are not the kindone picks up at the
Corner convenience store.
From what I've been able to
ascertain, my sexual appetite is nor/
mal, but his seems insatiable. When
wg've been on vacation, relaxing
aid paying undivided attention to
one another (no kids or interruptionsk we can make love three or
four times a day: And if I don't want
to do it again a fifth time, according
to him I have a problem! Often
when he comes up to me to kiss me,
he will grab me, which I have
always indicated I don't like. He has
always had poor sleep patterns, getting up and down several times during the night, and nearly every time
he comes back to bed he tries to initiate sex. When I object and tell him
I don't like to be awakened, he often
berates and belittles me, sometimes
calling me names and saying I'm
frigid.
I think if he's getting his infOrmation from pornography, not only
is it not what I'd call a scientific,
source, it's a perverted representa-
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tion of what the majority.ot the population would call normal. Is this a
common problem? I don't feel I am
"respected, cherished and showered
with attention. I am usually tired.
You can sign me ...
FEELING USED IN
GREAT FALLS...MONT
DEAR FEELING USED: You
must love your husband very
much to have remained with
him through all the tribulations
you describe. Sex addiction is
nothing new. I have known
about it since the early 1980s,
when I first learned of the existence of a 12-step fellowship of
sex addicts called Sexaholics
Anonymous(SA).
Operating in conjunction
with SA are the S-ANON International Family Groups — 12step fellowships of people who
have been affected by the sexual addiction of a family member
or friend. A program such as
this could provide comfort and
direction for you.
S-ANON members are wives,
husbands, children, parents,
siblings, friends and even coworkers of sex addicts. Banding
together in a program based on
the principles of Alcoholics.
Anonymous, they work to
resolve their common problems
and to help others recover from
the effects of another's sexual
addiction.
There are no dues or fees for
S-ANON membership. Anyone
who is bothered by the sexual
behavior of someone in the family is eligible to join. I urge you
to attend some meetings.
Those who wish further
information about S-ANON
International Family Groups
should write S-ANON I.F.G.,
P.O. Box 11 1 242, Nashville,
Tenn. 37222-1242, and include a
ckesk or money order (no cash,
plWise) in the amount of $1 to
cover postage and handling.
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 1997

* H01\102. OU2. w02.1<52.5!
Labor Day is a time to remember the sacrifices and work that made this a great nation.
Remember the people who designed and built the bridges, worked in the factories, farmed
the land, drove the trucks and worked in the offices to keep us on the move.
Their struggles and effort made us what we are today.
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We Thank You For Our Continued Success And Growth.

For All Your
Roofing
Needs
753-5976
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BRIGGS & STRATTON
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Industrial Rd

762-5100

300 North L.P. Miller St.
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Our Continued Growth And Success ,
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We Will Be Open
Labor Day 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
1407 Main
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PASCHALL TRUCK LINES,INC.
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Products
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P.Pmulu

Murray
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Not perfumed Not coloured

•.Skin Care Products

Imported from England

UT MARKETING,INC.
•

790 Morrixy, KV 42071
Andrus D rhe P. O.
306 An
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-

753-4682
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Murray, Kentucky
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VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CORP. PAVING CO.,INC.
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81 E. Main St.
Murray. KY

